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Group claims
responsibility
for massacre
By TAREK EL-TABLAWY
kill the tourists. Rather, the stateAssociated Press Writer
ment said, the attackers were tryLUXOR, Egypt (AP) ing to take hostages to use as a
—Egypt's most powerful Islamic bargaining chip with the United
militant group today claimed re- States.
sponsibility for a tourist massacre
Witnesses, however, have not
at an ancient temple, saying it described any such attempt, saywanted to force the United States ing instead that the six gunmen,
to free the imprisoned spiritual disguised as police, climbed from
leader of the World Trade Center their car and immediately fired
bombers.
their automatic rifles at tour
Also today, a coroner's report groups outside the Pharaonic
disclosed that some of the 58 monument.
tourists killed Monday as they
Police said today they had
were entering the Hatshepsut identified one of the gunmen as
Temple were stabbed after they an Islamic Group member who
had been shot.
has participated in previous
In a statement faxed to The
armed attacks on police and govAssociated Press, al-Gamaa alernment officials. The group has
Islamiyya, or the Islamic Group,
said its gunmen had not set out to • See Page 2

MSU hoops to
begin season
Wednesday
Page 8
LOCAL
BERNARD KANE/Lodger & Trntts photo

Signup set
for Need Line
food baskets
Murray-Calloway County
Need Line will have its annual
signup for Christmas food baskets on Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 20 and 21, at the office on
the lower floor of Weaks Community Center.
Hours will be from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Kathie Gentry, Need
Line director, said persons
signing up for the food baskets
should bring proof of income
for all adults in the household
and also, if receiving food
stamps, their Food Stamp card.
For information call 753-6333.

•

NATIONAL

New regulation
to allow airbag
on-off switches

•

•

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Nearly a year after President
Clinton said any motorist who
wished to would be able to
deactivate an air bag, federal
regulators are allowing only
people in higher-risk categories
to disable the safety device.
The new government regulation will allow on-off switches
for the driver- or passengerside air bag in vehicles already
on the road.
The rule is being issued in
response to a public outcry
over air bag deaths. Highspeed deployments of the
safety devices have been
blamed for killing 49 children
and 38 adults since 1990.
Barry Felrice of the American
Automobile Manufacturers Association said the new rule
"isn't a recommendation to go
out and turn off your air bag."

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy
and not as cold. Low in the
mid 30s. Light southwest
wind.
Wednesday—Partly sunny.
High 50 to 55.
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LEAVING US: Waters with the Murray Street Department hustle to stay with the vacuum truck as
they remove leaves from yards on Vine Street Monday. Crews will be going through the city in sections
for the next few weeks.

Save Our Parks group makes difference
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A local group of volunteers is
making its presence felt in the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
system.
At a meeting of • the parks
board Monday, director Skip
Dobbs introduced several members of the newly-formed Save
the Parks group and gave board
members an update on projects
they are working on.
Dobbs said the group has recently had volunteers paint several bleachers and picnic tables in
the park and plan to finish the

rest at a later date.
Dobbs said another member of
the group, Jane Brandon, helped
acquire shingles for several
buildings in the park.
Dobbs said Brandon aproacheu
Murray Lumber which donated
several bundles of shingles and
told the group of a local resident
who may have extra shingles to
donate. The group then approached Dr. Burton Young who
also donated shingles to the park.
"We're getting some nice cedar
shingles that will be used on the
old courthouse here in the park,"
Dobbs said. "The other shingles

and have been a big help," he
told the Ledger.
Dobbs, who has been meeting
regularly with the group, said the
group will not meet during the
winter months but will attend
meetings of the parks board. As
the weather gets warmer, Dobbs
said the group will begin planning projects for next year.

g

They're like
another arm 9f the
park."
Skip Dobbs
Parks director
will be used on a shed located at
8th and Main (streets)."
Dobbs said the work the group
is doing is a big help to the
parks.
"They're like another arm of
the park. They have already
saved us time, money and effort

The park has been without permanent employees for several
months and Dobbs said he is currently conducting interviews for
those positions.
"I've interviewed about five
potential candidates. Two have
since called and taken themselves
out of the running and the other
three I don't think meet the qualifications we need," Dobbs said.
"So I'll keep looking but for
now, we are using the students."

Along with the Save the Parks
group, Dobbs told board members he is using five volunteers
from the Murray State University
Dobbs also briefed board memrecreation department to help him
bers on the upcoming Christmas
with various activities in the
park.
• See Page 2

Requests pour in
for state surplus

More U.S.
warplanes
head to gulf

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Cabient Secretary Crit Luallen
jokes that Gov. Paul Patton's administration seems to have more
friends these days. It might have
something to do with a revenue
surplus that might run to $150
million.
There is also no shortage of
suggestions about what to do
with the money.
"Everybody wants some of
it," said Senate Majority Caucus
Chairman Nick 1Cafoglis. "Communities have projects. Universities have projects. legislators
have projects."
And the surplus has generated
talk of a tax cut. "It would seem
like the people who are giving us
the money ought to share in
that," said Senate Appropriations

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States resumed U-2
surveillance flights over Iraq today while the Clinton administration and its allies were weighing
increased humanitarian aid to
Iraq if Saddam Hussein allows
U.S. weapons inspectors to
return.
A U.S. pilot flew a highaltitude surveillance mission over
Iraq today without incident, said
a Pentagon official who spoke on
condition of anonymity. "It's
flown and everything went well,"
the official said. Another official
said Iraq made no attempt to interfere with the U-2.
The flight was the second
U.N.-sponsored U-2 mission by
the United States on behalf of international weapons inspections
since Saddam threatened to expel
U.S. inspectors, but the first since
he actually kicked the inspectors
out of the country last week.
President Clinton, meanwhile,
called off a trip to the Camp David presidential retreat to consult
with his national security advisers today on the standoff with
Iraq.

and Revenue Committee Chairman Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman.
Patton has said he will offer a
list of items to be financed with
whatever surplus the state has on
June 30, 1998. He has said that
the projects should be funded in a
ranked priority until there is no
more money.
House Appropriations and Revenue Committee Chairman
Harry Moberly, D-Richmond,
said the governor's office is getting most of the lobbying right
now, even from legislators.
"It's a tremendous advantage
to have your project in that recommendation," Moberly said.
Senate Republican Floor
Leader Dan Kelly of Springfield
• See Page 2

Union Planters
acquires Peoples First
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Union Planters Corporation
and Peoples First Corporation,
headquartered in Paducah, jointly
announced today that they have
signed a definitive agreement for
the acquisition of Peoples First
by Union Planters.
The announcement was made
by Benjamin W. Rawlins Jr.,
chairman and chief exectutive officer of Union Planters Corporation, and Aubrey W. Lippert,
chairman of the board, president

and chief executive officer of
Peoples First.
Under the agreement, in a taxfree exchange, shareholders of
Peoples First would receive .6 of
a UPC common share for each
PFKY common share. The transaction would be valued at approximately $380 million of $36
per share based on Union Planters' Nov. 17 closing common
stock price of $60. The acquisi-

BERNARD KANE/Lodger & Times photo

HELPING HANDS: Christine Duncan, an eighth-grade student at
Murray Middle School, double checks the mil number before replacing a library book Monday. She is taking pert in HeipMetes, a nontraditional graded skills program that teaches life skills while helping
teachers and staff.

II See Page 3

"Iraq first has to let these inspectors back in to do their job.
But we're not ruling any options
out, including the military one,"
William Richardson, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations,
said today on ABC's "Good
Morning America."
A U.S. proposal to increase aid
to Iraq in exchange for a return
of the inspectors was described
by an official accompanying Secretary of State Madeleine Al• See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
said he agreed with the idea of
ranking proposals. "I don't want
to see us get into a feeding
frenzy," Kelly said.
The administration has not yet
put together a formal list, but
some items are already on it.
The top item may be savings.
Moberly said Patton has discussed seuing aside $25 million

to $50 million for the state's
budget reserve and a like amount
at the end of the 1999 fiscal year
if there is another surplus.
Crit Luallen, secretary of Patton's cabinet, said $20 million
may be earmarked for purchase
of Minor Lane Heights, the last
remaining neighborhood around
the Louisville airport expansion.
Some of the property could also
be used by the State Fair Board.
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side Lexington.
Kelly said most of the tax talk
has involved the property tax and
sales tax on used vehicles. Most
of that money actually goes to the
Road Fund, where Transportation
Cabinet officials have said there
is not enough money to meet
needs.
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4-18-29-34-35
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Calloway County Channel
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For Students From Murray & Calloway County.

Shell

potential visitors that Egypt was
still safe, saying, "We are capable of overcoming all of this. ...
We are sure we can secure the
area.
But one man, a Luxor artisan
who gave his name only as Abdallah, was skeptical. "Every
now and then they tighten security," he said, "but when there
is no threat they forget about the
temples."
Although the government has
rounded up the Islamic Group's
top leaders and thousands of
members, recent attacks show
that some of its more radical
members are at large. More than

FROM PAGE 1
bright in Pakistan as "a little carrot" for Saddam, providing an
incentive for him to end the standoff and help his people at the
same time.
The British and French have
been consulted, said the official,
who briefed reporters on condition he not be identified.
An Iraqi official quickly
branded the proposal a "nostarter."
Though still in the exploratory
phase, the initiative suggested an
attempt by the Clinton administration to resolve the threeweek impasse with Iraq without
the use of force.
Even so, Clinton stressed that
diplomatic efforts to return the
inspectors to Iraq "must be

FROM PAGE 1
in the Park, which will be held
Dec. 12 through Dec. 28 from 5
p.m. to 10 p.m. each night
Dobbs said he will meet this
week with former director Gary
Hohman on placement of the displays and will begin checking the
park's wiring for any defects
which could have occurred since
last year.
As with last year, this year's
Christmas in the Park will be free
to the public but park workers
will be available to accept
donations.
In other business, the board:
*Was presented with three projects the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association plans
to complete.
According to president-elect
Mike Keller, the first project is
the clearing and widening of 130
yards of Bee Creek to help with
drainage.
The second project is to construct another "small-sized" field
in the eastern portion of the soccer complex.
The third project is the construction of another parking area

PADUCAII
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backed by our strong military
capability."
"It is essential that those inspectors go back to work," he
said during a stop Monday in Wichita, Kan. "The safety of the
children of the world depends
upon it."
Clinton's four-day tour of the
West and Midwest was interrupted repeatedly by developments in the dispute with Iraq.
U.N. teams of inspectors had
been monitoring Iraqi compliance
with orders that it destroy its
weapons of mass destruction. But
the United Nations pulled the inspectors out last week, after Iraq
refused to rescind an order expelling Americans on the teams.
Press Association, a British
news agency, said the initiative
clarifies what Iraq has to do to
get the sanctions lifted.

•Parks...

family who is helping you get back on your
feet.
Ask your doctor; then, ask us.
From special beds, to walking aids, to
respiratory aids and therapy, we've got the
answers. We're Holland Medical, where the
care and the caring continue.

•

1,150 people have been killed
since the insurgency began in
1992.
Seven of the foreigners slain
Monday were unidentified today,
but police said the others included 31 Swiss as well as Japanase, Germans, Britons — including a child — a Bulgarian, a Colombian and a French citizen.
Although scores of policemen
stood by with automatic rifles, it
was nearly business as usual today at the Hatshepsut Temple,
with camera-wielding tourists
wearing shorts and baseball caps
standing in small groups with
their guides.

•Warplanes...

ASK US.
You may never know how easy recovery
can be if you don't ask us.
We're Holland Medical Equipment. With
nearly 14 years of quality products, innovative service and a network of caring professionals, we can help you be more comfortable, more mobile, and make it easier on the

But Kelly said the car taxes are
very unpopular.
And there has been talk of taking some of the burden the Road
Fund has been carrying, such as
financing about $40 million a
year in state police activities, and
putting it back on the General
Fund.

•Massacre...
FROM PAGE 1
been blamed for most the major
violence during the militants'
five-year campaign to oust the
government of President Hosni
Mubarak and impose strict
Islamic rule.
The Islamic Group, according
to its statement today, sought to
gain the freedom of Sheik Omar
Abdel Rahman, one of its founders. Abdel Rahman was convicted
in 1995 and ordered imprisoned
for life for plotting to bomb New
York landmarks, including the
World Trade Center and the United Nations.
The group's claim came as
scores of foreigners visited the
Hatshepsut Temple today, determined to stick to their holiday
plans despite being shaken by the
insurgency's worst massacre.
Thousands more around the
world, however, scrapped such
visits: Finnish tour operators said
they canceled all 7,000 trips
booked by clients this winter, and
the last of 300 Finish tourists
who were in Egypt returned
home.
In Tokyo, Japan Travel Bureau
Inc., the country's largest tour
operator, said it has canceled all
scheduled visits to Luxor and is
considering halting other tours to
Egypt.
The massacre death toll earlier
was reported by the government
as 71 but the Interior Ministry today revised it downward, without
explanation, to 68. The revised
figure includes 58 tourists, four
Egyptians and the six gunmen
police killed in shootouts.
Twenty-four people were injured
in the attack.
Mubarak, who flew to Luxor to
inspect the site, called the attackers "murderers and criminals
who do not belong to Islam or
any other religion ... or to the
country," according to the
Middle East Press Agency.
He sharply criticized the interior and prime ministers for lax
security. "The area is full of
tourists," he said, "and you tell
me police are two kilometers
away. This is a joke of a
strategy."
The president tried to reassure

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times is a rretrber ot the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press Association
and Southern Newspapers Publishers Assioctabon The Associated Plies I exclusively soiled
to rims originated by Murray Ledger It Times

Another $4 million might go to
repay a loan made to remove an
old scrap yard along the Louisville riverfront development
Patton also said he would like
$5.5 million to go to finish sewer
and utility infrastructure at the
University of Kentucky's Coldstream Park development out-

•

on the northern portion of the
complex.
Board chairman Dr. Rob Williams said the group would have
to meet with the city's planning
and engineering department before any work could begin.
"We have to notify the city of
any changes made," Williams
said.
Keller said he would talk to
Butch Seargent, director of the
department, this week.
*Voted to accept a mission
statement for the parks department developed by Dobbs.
The statement reads: The mission of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Department is to provide opportunities in leisure and recreational activities in safe and
educational environments, to
conserve natural resources, and
to provide facilities, services,
and parks that enhance the
quality of life of individuals,
families, and the community
while preserving aesthetic values in our community and
maintaining a commitment to
excellence in customer service
and satisfaction.
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Columbia/RCA may be cut in third
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Hospital Corporation of America,
Frist spun off 104 hospitals into a
company called HealthTrust Inc.
HCA had to pay $140 million in
taxes on the deal, resulting in a
$58 million loss for the year.
"That is the type of thing he is
trying to avoid," said Sandy
Lutz, a health care analyst for
Rauscher Pierce Refsness in
Dallas.
However, Lutz doesn't think it
will take that long to complete
the spinoffs. "He's telling people
'You need to be patient. There's
a lot to be done here," she said.
The New York Times reported
this morning that Columbia officials also plan to change the company's name, though no substitute has been selected.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Columbia/HCA Healthcare
Corp.'s chief executive says it
may take 18 months to make the
nation's largest hospital company
one-third smaller and "more
focused."
The company, battling a federal fraud investigation, announced a sweeping plan Monday
to cut overhead and administrative costs by rearranging regional
operating units and halving the
number of divisions within them.
The new units are organized in
such a way that three groups —
totaling 108 of Columbia's 340
hospitals — could easily be spun
off, preferably to shareholders.
The operational changes will
be effective Jan. 1, but Columbia
Chief Executive Officer Thomas
F. Frist Jr. said spinoffs or other
"restructuring alternatives"
would take much longer.
"This will be a very complex
set of transactions. There are a
number of tax rulings and regulatory approvals to be achieved,"
he said. "It could take up to 12,
18 months."
One reason: Frist wants any
spinoffs to be tax-free to shareholders and the company.
In 1987, when he was CEO of

"At some point in the future,
corporate headquarters will drop
the Columbia brand name," Columbia President Jack Bovender
wrote in a Nov. 7 letter to Columbia managers. "As a result,
the 'Columbia' icon will eventually vanish from all corporate
signage, stationery, business
cards, forms, brochures, etc."
Meanwhile, as the company restructures, analysts want to know
how it can keep its stock value

strong while easing off its recent
All the groups will be managed
15 percent quarter-to-quarter from Nashville except the Pacific
growth.
region, which will be run from
"There are other ways to cre- Dallas. Frist hopes to have any
ate shareholder value," Bovender spun-off companies headquarsaid, without elaboration.
tered in Nashville.
He said it has not yet been de"I want to stress that in every
termined how many employees action my personal goal is to betmight lose their jobs or how ter be able to meet the needs of
much money the company will patients, physicians and employsave with the changes.
ees at the local level," Frist said.
"If jobs are eliminated, many
To do that, "it's possible
people will be offered jobs back Columbia/HCA will become a
in the hospitals," he said.
smaller, more focused
Pending board approval, the company."
company will spin off three regColumbia has been the subject
ional units — the America, At- of a federal investigation since at
lantic and Pacific units, with 21, least March, when offices in El
45, and 42 hospitals, respectively. Paso, Texas, were raided.
Columbia would maintain its
That was followed in July by a
East unit, with 126 hospitals, and seven-state raid, the forced resigits West unit, with 106 hospitals. nation of company founder and
The units' revenues total $14.2 CEO Richard Scott and President
billion.
David Vandewater, and the inThe company also will reduce dictment of three Columbia
its outpatient surgery centers middle managers in Florida.
from 148 to 115, keeping the reFederal investigators are lookmaining facilities as a separate ing into whether Columbia overdivision within the company, charged government health progFrist said.
rams. Columbia itself is a target
Frist wants any new companies of the probe, which means the
to continue to have access to Col- company could be indicted.
umbia's national purchasing
Frist said government investiagreements, information systems gators were told of the comand managed care contracting.
pany's restructuring plan.
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Defense asks for dismissal for meter-feeder
Scaccheui told the three-judge
panel, which took the case under
review and did not say when it
would rule.
Lisa Allen, an assistant city
prosecutor, argued that the conviction and $500 fine should
stand. Mrs. Stayton was not sentenced to jail.
Mrs. Allen argued that police
Officer Edward Johnson was doing his job in October 1996 when
he ordered Mrs. Stayton, 64, of
Fort Mitchell, Ky., to stop putting
money into the parking meters of
others.
City prosecutors have said they
offered to settle the case before it

went to trial, but the defense refused. Prosecutors have said they
think the former Cincinnati resident wanted the publicity of a
trial.
"She wanted to be on TV,"
Mrs. Allen said today.
"I hope it goes well," said
Mrs. Stayton, who listed as the
court heard the case.
"It's kind of a foolish thing to
bring the court, don't you think,"
she told a reporter after the
hearing.
Mrs. Stayton has sued the city
and Johnson, claiming Johnson

"

.1.
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CINCINNATI (AP) — A defense lawyer asked a state appeals court today to throw out the
conviction of the Kentucky woman found guilty of disobeying a
police officer's order to stop putting money into other people's
parking meters.
David Scacchetti, lawyer for
Sylvia Stayton, asked the 1st
Ohio District Court of Appeals to
throw out Mrs. Stayton's Feb. 6
misdemeanor conviction for obstructing official business. Scacchetti argued that the conviction
was unjust.
"We ask you on behalf of my
client to do the right thing,"

••
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30 Days of Steak
Sounds too good to be true, but it ain't no bull

used excessive force and injured
her when he arrested her.
City officials say they will
fight the lawsuit, arguing that
Johnson was doing his job and
she was convicted.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Certified Angus Beer Sirloin Steak
Wed & Thur

$795

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Check Out Our Menu With Over 20 New Items.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Call us today to book your
Christmas party!
Hwy 641 N. - Murray, 753-4141
Wed thin Sat 4 p.m. • Sunday 11-2 p.m. • Closed Mon &
Tues

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
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•Union Planters...
FROM PAGE 1

b Wild have
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tion is expected to be accounted
for as a pooling of interests.
In connection with the agreement, Peoples First has granted
Union Planers an option to purchase 19.9 percent of its common
stock in certain circumstances.
The transaction is subject to
shareholder and regulatorty approval and other customary terms
and conditions. The transaction is
expected to be closed late in the
second quarter of 1998.
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In making the announcement,
Lippert said, "We are extremely
pleased to announce our proposed
affiliation with Union Planters.
We were looking for a partner
who believes, like we do, that financial services decisions are
best made locally. In addition,
our customers will benefit from
over 400 additional banking locations and 600 ATMs through the
Southeast and Midwest."
"The decision by Peoples First

souri and northwest and middle
Tennessee. We are also pleased
that Aubrey will continue to direct our efforts in the 11-county
area."
Peoples First Corp. is a multibank holding company with approximately $1.5 billion in total
assets as of Sept. 30. Peoples
First conducts a complete range
of commercial and personal
banking activities through 26
banking offices in western Kentucky, including The Peoples
First Bank of Murray, and three
banking locations in Clarksville,
Tenn.

by

SUBSCRIBE

Congra. ulations
Amos McCarty
the New

President
of the llfurray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors

to join the Union Planters team is
one we are truly excited about,"
Ben Rawlins said. "Presently the
banks of Peoples First serve customers in an 11-county area in
western Kentucky and Clarksville, Tenn. These new markets to
Union Planters will be a perfect
enhancement to our nearby existing locations in southeast Mis-
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Union Planters Corporation
headquartered in Memphis. One
of the 50 largest banking organizations in the country, reported
total assets of $14.8 billion at
Sept. 30. Union Planters serves
approximately 1.5 million households with banking offices in
Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, Alabama and Louisiana.

From the management & staff of...
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Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get The Cash You Need Today!
If you have an active checking account we will give you cash
for your check today and deposit in 12 days
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Our Service is Quick, Easy & Confidential
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Social Security
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown
Once again family, friends, indeed an entire community ... have
endured a tragic loss through the accidental shooting of a child. To
say it shouldn't have happened is to state the obvious, but the recent dreadful event does raise important issues.
Some boys were just hanging out — watching television — at a
friend's home. The boy who lived in the house showed his parents'
pistol to his friends. It discharged and struck and killed his best
friend.
Radcliff police say the shooting was an accident and that no
charges will be filed. Yet, the question remains: How did a child
have access to the gun? Local police agencies educate school children about the dangers guns can pose. Young children are told if
they find a gun they should never pick it up and they should run
and tell and adult. The key is success. Young children should not
have access to firearms. Period.
Kentucky attempted to address the access issue in 1994 when legislation was passed to tighten the prosecution of adults who allow
children access to guns. But lawyers say it's hard to prosecute such
cases because they have the burden of proving that an adult intentionally, knowingly or recklessly provided a handgun to the
juvenile.
"The law is so vague and confusing as to be worthless," said
Harry Rothberger, a former public defender of juveniles and now
first assistant Jefferson commonwealth's attorney.
Rothberger has a concrete suggestion: the law should be
amended to force more adults to use lock gun racks and gun safety
devices. But he's not optimistic it will happen until the public has
the unwavering belief that adults must be held accountable in such
cases.
Indeed, a 1995 Jefferson County accidental shooting similar to
the one in Radcliff resulted in a father and his brother being
acquitted by a judge because of the law's vague wording.

,

You must remember this
A spectacular Saturday morning
in mid-November. Ten o'clock. Air
crisp, sky blue. Could have been
ordered from an upscale catalog and
Fed-Ex'd to Murray.
I'm driving east on Main, headed
to a conference in Bowling Green.
When I get to the light at 4th, it is
red. The vehicle in front of me is big
and dark. Van-like. Or something in
the sport utility category.
The stop light seems overly long.
So much so I wonder if it is broken.
Apparently the guy in front of me
thinks so too. Suddenly he zooms
through. Doesn't really matter. We
are the only cars on the road, and
there is no one around to pull him
over.
"He must have enough confidence to think he could talk himself
out of a ticket," I mutter to myself as
the signal turns green.
A few minutes later! pull up next
to him and see who it is. I give him
the steely, self-righteous glare of a
one-woman judge and jury. With
narrowed eyes and primly pursed
lips I intend to transmit the message:
"You need to slow down. What
could he that important to risk your
life — and someone else's too,
perhaps — on a gorgeous Saturday
morning?"
I proceed on my journey,congra-

Constance Alexander
Ledger St llmes columnist
tulating myself on being an island of
tranquillity in a fast-track world.
Before! get as far as the Take-MeBack Cafe,someone passes me on a
hill, and a pick-up pulls right into
my path, a little kid and a dog in the
back. An accident waiting to happen.
"Everyone's in such a big hurry,"
I murmur as I jab at the brakes and
turn up the volume on Handel's
"Messiah."
This is one of those days when I
am convinced I am right and the rest
of the world is wrong, until an
uncomfortable realization strikes
me. As I make the turn from Route
94 to cross the bridge into Land
Between The Lakes, I can hear my
friend Diane saying to me years ago,
"Whenever you point a finger to
accuse someone else,remember that
there are three more pointing back at
you."

Oops.
I am in the car today, embarking
on a 3-hour trip on a perfectly good
Saturday because! have an opportunity to earn some extra money for
Christmas. The day before! was on
a similar mission, and a few more
days next week and the week after
are also designated for the same
purpose. '
Because I have committed to
these projects, I will most likely not
have time to bake cookies, write
Christmas cards to far-flungfriends, or even play carols on my
beloved piano that I just got tuned.
Instead, I'll be gazing with pride at
the bank book balance of my selfdesigned Christmas Club.
And you can't know how dumb
that is until I report a conversation
my spouse and I just had the other
day. About not needing anything in
particular for Christmas. About the

importance of giving of yourself,
instead of buying more stuff the kids
will have to put in the garage sale
after you die. Aboutjust wanting to
spend more time together, because
the older we get, the more we
understand that life on earth is
finite.
I wish I could tell you that with
that thought I turned around and
came home, but I didn't. I went to
Bowling Green, presented a halfhour workshop,then got back in the
car to come home. When I arrived, I
had been gone nine hours total. Nine
precious hours I can never get back
at any price, but at least I can be
grateful I returned safe and sound.
We are already heavy into the
holidays. Everywhere I go I hear
comments about time, not having
enough of it. Some of them are my
own. The whispered admonition, "I
don't know when I'll get the shopping done," echoes in the vestibules
of churches, the breakrooms of
factories, even the aisles of WalMart.
This is the season for celebrating
natural miracles — birth,love, hope
in the midst of adversity, the loyalty
of friends. Money can't buy any of
those things. I must remember this.
You too.
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OPF,NiNG DOORS FOR TOBACCO FARMERS
heard public life described as a "continual
rescue an element of choice from the prescir, um NI anc c Nothing could he closer to the
-,
as I ,ontrom one of the most difficult challenges
••
nlY ,arecr
protecting tobacco farmers from the
ienoally harmful impact of any toba.co settlement
:
Assatim: KentuAY tobacco farmers and their fami,es ha\ L hoices is the reason I introduced legislation
dled the Long-Term Economic. Assistance for Farmor the 111 A A,21.
,
In writin,z that legislation. compensating those farm
- whethei quota holders. lessees or tenant
rticrs
tor lost quota. was my top priority_ But to
,:ssure tanners and their families haYe choices. Con•!-. e•ss must also inslude funding for education and retirial package for farmers.
nit- 12
LL Ai- .Act de's !list that m hit )i .4 billion ft)!
Farmer Opportunity Higher Education Grants and S50
annualk in training benAits ti displaced work -
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nt: v,ho held quota. leased quota or
1 ti,11 mc.ins
.1 tenant tamer in 1990 ill he eligible for higher
as.i•dan,c Equally important. family memwo , ald at,i' be eligible for these grants.
My hill s Farmer Opportunity Higher Education
itants are ii cleled after pelt Grams and farmers or lam'', memhers t ul d apply for them the same way. using
,:ontorming to the same acadetnic
,ame
standards
yy oh an ay erage Pell Grant. a student could reS I _700 per, Year. using the money at any instituii.,n .t,,ertinlz Pell grants Students looking to attend
:ink Kentu, ky college. an i‘erml> or Yklcational school
,ouId use the grant whether they plan to attend full-time
oi part T1 111C
1 here are some differences between this grant and
the Pell Grant The Farmer Opportunity Grants won't
iny oke means testing. so a famil!,•'s income level would
inq itisitti,tiit% a student from receiving the grant. Nor
w ,,uld the' become ineligible for a Pell Grant by reci'. mg Farmer Opportunity Grant money
And because the legislation also pros ides tobacco
2row inc cimmunities with economic des elopment funds.
reL•iptent. ol a Farmer Opportunity Grant will have another door open tor them once they graduate
If they return to their home counties. these graduates could be ei‘en a first shot at new lobs created with
if ik. deselopment fund's.
lit addition to these education grants. for the next
ten years the 1.1:AF Act would -proYide 550 million annually in training funds directed toward displaced warehouse. proce\sing or cigarette factory workers.
Modeled after an existing program created under
the North American Free Trade Agreement. these funds
recogniie the need to help workers who lose their jobs.
In the end. if Congress decides to shut one door,
they must he prepared to open another I believe the
LEAF- Act could he lust that door opener for Kentucky
tobacco farmers.

Children need support
By Dorothy I. Height
As a child growing up in Rankin,
Pennsylvania, one of the first lessons I learned was that "family" is
not necessarily determined by
blood. I would ask my mother, "Is
that my real aunt?" She would
always answer, "That's your aunt."
That's the way it was in African
American communities. If you
cared for one another, you were
family. If tragedy struck, the aunts,
cousins, grandparents, neighbors
and friends would provide.
That was how we got along in
those days. We looked after each
.others' children and took them in.
We were a more caring community.
But as the social services establishment cast a wider net, standards
and restrictions were established on
who could care for a child, when
parents could not. There were court
orders, home inspections, complicated applications, age and income
requirements, investigations by social workers. The informal system
gave way to a highly structured one.
And with the growth of a vast
network of temporary housing for
children in crisis, extended families
were discouraged -- in some cases,
barred -- from playing their traditional roles.
I believe that we have a special
responsibility,
especially
in
November, when the nation celebrates National Adoption Awareness Month, to correct some mis-

ters
prov

historic strengths.
As our communities become
more like entended families, adoption and foster care will be among
ethnic group. Black children make the ways in which we learn to serve
up 47 percent of the foster care and care for our children.
In many communities, extended
population, almost three times their
share (16.5 percent) of the general families are getting the recognition
population. They are five times less they deserve. Kinship care has belikely than white children to be come a priority in Grand Rapids,
adopted during their first 3.5 years Michigan,for example, where there
in care. And the longer they wait, was once no alternative to courtthe less likely they are to ever have ordered foster care.
the permanent family, the anchor,
Today, throughout the United
States, barriers to adoption are fallthe source of love and mentoring
that every child needs and deserves. ing. The W.K. Kellogg FoundWe must do better than this, if we ation's Families for Kids program
has been working to step up recruitwant to keep these children from
ment and reduce court backlogs at
being shuffled from one temporary
11 sites across the country. Accord"home" or juvenile facility to
another, without any family connec- ing to news reports, adoptions of
tion or moral compass.
children in foster care have shot up
72 percent in Philadelphia, since
I think it starts with the recognisteps were taken to make its judicial
tion that these are our children -- not process
quicker and less cumbersomebody else's children, not the some.
Adoptions have increased 74
system's children -- and that we percent
in New York City, since it
must embrace them. We are the
began offering financial incentives
family, and we must rekindle that to
foster home operators to spelt+,
spirit of caring for one another.
adoptions.
Realizing that our most valued
The time to step forward is now.
tradition was threatened, the NaNo child should have to grow up
tional Council of Negro Women 12 without
a family, when there are
years ago inaugurated the Black people with
room in their hearts and
Family Reunion Celebration in in their
homes for one more.
Washington, D.C. Since then, 14
Dr.Dorothy!. Height ispresident
million families of all compositions of the National Council
of Negro
in eight cities have come together to Women
and founder of the Black
celebrate our value traditions and Family Reunion.

ANALYSIS
conceptions that have grown up
around foster care and adoption and
to bring attention to the children
who are waiting for families.
Although many people feel they're not economically in a position to
take care of a child, adoption is
neither as costly nor as unwieldy a
process as they suppose. Some
employers are providing adoption
benefits. The heads of more than 30
African American organizations
have joined forces to promote and
speed adoptions; after attending a
Black leadership "summit" in
Washington last May, several took
steps to support the recruitment of
black families and, in some cases
are setting up funds to help lower
income parents with the payment of
legal fees.
The number of children growing
up without families is appalling.
Today, more than 60,000 children of color in foster care are ready
and waiting to be adopted; some
have been waiting for years. Yet
there are caring people in our
communities who don't realize that
they can qualify to receive children.
According to the latest Census
figures, there are more Black children in foster care than there are
children from any other racial or
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FFA students visit Murray State
Recruiting efforts are on-going in
the Murray State University department of agriculture. A recent example is the third annual Racer
Roundup which recently brought
over 300 high school FFA members
and their advisors from Kentucky
and Tennessee to the Murray State
campus. The leadership/motivational conference is a project sponsored by the MSU Collegiate FFA.
Brad Montgomery, 1996-97 National FFA Central Region Vice
President, was the keynote speaker
for Racer Roundup.
Montgomery, who is from
McDonald, Kan., credited Murray
State's FFA chapter as being a
model for collegiate FFA throughout the nation.
"Murray State's FFA chapter is
one of the most active in the
country," Montgomery said. "They
are doing conferences and building
up the local level by bringing in
FFA chapter members and officers
to get them fired up about FFA,get
them rued up about doing the right
thing and standing up for what they
believe in.
"I think anytime you have a group
of dedicated college students like
the ones here at MSU it's certainly a
model. We have talked about the
role of collegiate FFA during the

idiom. The University Chorale will
sing "Soldier Boy" by John Rutter;
"Ching-A-Ring-Chaw," arranged
by Aaron Copland; "Shenandoah,"
arranged by Jay Althouse; and
"Shut de Do," arranged by Randy
Stonehill.
"Shut de Do" will feature Matt
Hinz from Mt. Vernon, Ill., as
baritone soloist and a Latin Jam
Percussion Band, prepared by Dr.
Tom Vanarsdel. The band includes
Mike Britt, Jason Gossett, Patrick
McVay, Scott Schmitt and Joey
Whitaker. Accompanists for the
University Chorale are Emilec
Dale, Vini Frizzo and Natalie Yahnig.
The Choral Union will continue
the folk theme with two folk songs
— "Down by the Salley Garde s,"
an Irish folk setting by James
holland, and "The Water Is Wide,'
an American folk song setting arranged by Luigi Zaninelli. The

TIRES'TIRES'TIRES
* New and Used * Lowest Prices!
* FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerraid Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

national FFA board of directors
meetings and how to get them more
involved. I'll be excited to go back
and share with everyone that I meet
what collegiate FFA at Murray State
is doing as far as a model of
innovation. What they are doing
here is what needs to be happening
everywhere in the chapters."
Stacy Vincent,junior from Mammoth Cave, Ky., is serving as
president of Murray State's collegiate FFA chapter and was instrumental in coordinating this year's conference. He noted that the conference is drawing more and more
prospective students to MSU.
"This was a record year for
attendance. Our registration totaled
310 students, which was twice as
many as when Racer Roundup began in 1995," he said.
He also said that being able to
feature a keynote speaker who exhibits the level of experience and
vibrant leadership skills that Montgomery possesses helps to establish
the credibility of Racer Roundup as
a worthwhile conference.
The theme of this year's conference was "Leaders With a Vision"
and the agenda consisted of sessions
dealing with the topics of victory,
integrity, success, inspiration and
opportunities.
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Stacy Vincent(left) and Brad Montgomery prepare to greet a record number
of high school FFA chapter representativesfrom the region who attended the
third annual RaCtif Roundup held at Murray State University's Cunis Center.
Montgomery is the 1996-97 National FFA Central Region Vice President and
served as keynote speaker for the event.
Montgomery led the final session
of the day which was simply titled
-Next?". Stressing the essence of
leadership, Montgomery challenged the participants about their
plans after the conference. He asked
them to think about how they were
going to receive the most benefit
from their individual FFA chapters,

Save more time!Start your MawcyrIace Cash.Advance

by phone!
WHAT A PLACE!The MoacyPlacc!
Come in Today!9-6 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri,9-12 Sat
The
9-5 M-Fri.
Location Only)
IloneyPlace. . at the big, bold,(Murray
bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.

how they were going to accomplish
the goals set at Racer Roundup and
how they were going to get the most
out of life in general.

513-A So.1211 St Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
Murray, KY

(502)755-8900

1203 S. Ury
Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 251-9500 (502)575-9900 (901)885-7500

You are invited to attend our fifteenth annual

Concert scheduled for Thursday
The Murray State University
Chorale and Choral Union will
present a fall concert on Thursday,
Nov.20,at 8 p.m. The performance
will be held in Lovett Auditorium
on MSU's campus. The public is
invited to attend this free concert.
The University Chorale is a nonauditioned choir of more than 55
students representing most of the
academic colleges on campus. The
choir is conducted by Dr. Pamela
Wurgler, music education coordinator at MSU.
The Choral Union has both MSU
students and community singers on
its membership roster. Singers from
Murray, Benton, Almo, Mayfield,
Hazel,Cadiz and Paris, Tenn.,participate. The group is under the
direction of Dr. Bradley Almquist,
director of choral activities at Murray State.
Thursday's concert will begin
with selections from the folk song

lUESUAY, NOVEMBER 18. 1997

SINGING

accompanist for the Choral Union is
Tracy Leslie.

attIie

Following a brief intermission,
the choirs will combine to sing
"Requiem" by Gabriel Faure. This
1888 version is the first that Faure
composed for his church in Paris,
France It will feature baritone soloists Jeremy O'Neal from Hopkinsvillc, and Brian Carlton from
Owensboro; and soprano soloist
Kasey Krug from Evansville, Ind.
Guest instrumentalists include
Dr. Stephen Brown, organ; Dr.
Priscilla Hallberg, violin; Dorothy
Mason, harp; and Martha Carson,
piano. The work will be conducted
by Almquist.
The "Requiem" is one of the great
monuments of the choral/orchestral
repertory and has been performed in
Murray by the choir from First
Methodist Church and at the 1997
Quad State Choral Festival.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
Hazel, KY
The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile off of Highway 641
between Murray and Hazel on the corner of the Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads.

November 21, 1997
Beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Come and join us as we all sing praises to our
Heavenly Father!

Red Cross hosting blood drive
On Wednesday and Thursday,
Nov. 19 and 20, Alpha Sigma Alpha
Social Sorority will sponsor a Red
Cross Blood Drive at the Curris
Center on the Murray State Campus.
The Red Cross nurses and technicians will take blood donations from
10 a.m. unit! 3 p.m. on both days.
The region is still experiencing a
critical shortage of all blood types.
You may remember the recent
emergency blood drives organized
in one of our area counties to
provide blood for an accident victim
who had arle,ady required over 12
gallons of blood to stabilize her
condition.
Most of the regional hospitals
depend upon Red Cross collected
blood for their supply and at least
for emergency back-up. They generally draw about600 pints of whole
blood or blood products daily from
the Nashville Blood Center.
When the Red Cross Blood Centers are out of blood, it is too late to
provide the lifesaving blood for you
or your family's emergency. The
blood supply depends upon voluntary blood contributions to fill this
need.
"Please plan on coming by the
Curris Center on either day and
bring a friend. New donors are
welcome. All donors are given a
health check before blood is do-

nated. Commemorative T-shirts
will be given and refreshments will
be available," said Larry Doyle,
Calloway Red Cross Blood Drive
coordinator.

Questions.

Donor requirements are: 17 years
of age, weigh at least 110 pounds,
not donated blood within the last 56
days and be in generally good
health, Doyle said.

I OUT OF 2 WOMEN will suffer from osteoporosis.

YOU don't have to be one of them. This short quiz will tell you
if you're at risk. Circle your answers to find out.

Real Pit Bar-B-Q Smoked
Turkeys • Hams • Pork
Shoulders • Beef

1. Are you Caucasian, Hispanic or Asian?

Call your orders before Nov. 23rd for
Thanksgiving Day!

MOKIN' at....

Homestyle Family Restaurant
3975 05 Hwy 641 N. Murray • 750-3390
(Fonnerly Knoth's 1380
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3. Are you inactive?

Y N

4. Do you have a family history of
osteoporosis or fractures?

Y N

5. Do you smoke?

Y N

6. Do you drink alcohol or caffeine
excessively?

Y N

7. Have you been told you have, or
are you being treated for,
rheumatoid arthritis?

Y N

8. Did you break a bone in your hip, rib,
or wrist after age 45?

Y N

9. Did you begin menopause before
age 45?

Y N

Y N

This pug a not a substitute tor your physician's clinical tUdgement and consideration of any rub factors you may h..,
Wornens Health Services ot Murray Calloway County Hospital otters the "Oct rornprehensnie and cost eltectree way t
osteoporosis As* your physician about scheduling this important exam

Look For Great
Gift Ideas Coming
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Soon
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Y N

If you answered YES to
any of these questions,
turn the page.

Car Ad o & Uindoe Tint Specio itt.
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2. Are you thin or petite?

10. Have you taken steroids,
anti-convulsants, thyroid hormones, or
hormone replacement therapy?

CAR TOONS

Yes No
Y N

Now Available at:

Chamber of Commerce
The Gallery
Hoffmans
Pier 1
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Athletic meeting Wednesday
The Calloway County Schools' committee for
long range planning
of athletic facilities will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 19, at 3:30 p.m. in
the library at Calloway County High School
. All persons interested
in this project are invited to attend the
meeting.

Special event at museum

This Thanksgiving, the National Scouti
ng Museum is working in
conjunction with the American Humani
cs in collecting food for
Need Line. From Nov. 18 to NoV.
23, each person will receive a
dollar off the museum admission
price by bringing a can of food
with you at the entrance. For more
information call 762-3383.

Human Rights Commission to meet

Murray Human Rights Commission will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at
5:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. The
public is invited to
attend.

Ministerial Association to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Darnall in 1947

Mr. and Mrs. Darnall in 1997

Couple will be honored on 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Edwin Darnall of Hardin will celebrate their 50th wedding anniver
sary on Sunday, Nov. 23.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Hardin Community Center, hosted by their daught
ers and their families and Gene and Betty
Housden of Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations are being
sent. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Darnall were married Nov. 15, 1947, in Corinth, Miss., by Johnny Jobe,
Justice of the Peace. Their attendants were Roy Ross
and Jean Jones Ross.
Mrs. Darnall, the former Barbara Erwin, is the daughter of Mrs. Irene Erwin of Benton
and the late Ian Erwin. She was employed as a nurse
at Marshall County Hospital.
Mr. Darnall is the son of the late Frank and Ola Darnall. He is retired from Elf Atoche
m, Calvert City, where he worked as an instrument
mechanic.
The couple also owned and operated several restaurants in the area, including Countr
Crossroads at Hardin.
The Darnalls are the parents of four daughters, Mrs. Denise Lynn Cavitt of Hardin, Mrs. y
Deidre Lee (Dee Dee) Guthrie of Benton, the late
Jane Karen Darnall, and the late Cathy Gail Darnall.
Their five grandchildren are Lindsey, Courtney and Lacey Cavitt of Hardin, Hannah
Guthrie of Benton, and the late Eli Linn. A greatgrandson is Ian Mac Kenzie Barnes of Hardin.
Prior to their anniversary reception, they plan to celebrate with a family dinner
at the Sirloin Room.

Poinsettia sale continues by homemakers
The Calloway County Home- ern State Hospita
l, Hopkinsville.
makers are holding their sixth anfor $7, and the poinsettia with
nual poinsettia sale continue
three plants in an 8'A inch pot
through Thursday, Nov. 20.
will sell for $15. Each pot will be
The poinsettia with 5 to 7 shipped ready for delivery
in
blooms in a 6Y2 inch pot will sell Christmas colored paper.
W.A.T.C.H., Need Line, and for
Delivery date for all poinsettias
annual Christmas parties at Westwill be Thursday, Dec. 4, from 1
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
SAVE SAVE

p.m. until all plants have been
delivered. The First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall will be
the central point of delivery.
Orders may be placed with any
homemaker or by calling Judy
Stahler, 753-7387, or the County
Extension Office, 753-1452.

Early Christmas Shoppers

99( Store
Going Out Of Business
Everything in store on sale
Buy your Christmas gifts below wholesale!
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Pre-Season Training!
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Get in shape BEFORE the Holiday Rush!
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Give us 30 minutes, 3 times a week
It you are
a size
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8
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Susan Cunningham
Independent Sales Director
602-753-220'7
1-800-227.3156

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Makin
g Council will meet Thursday, Nov. 20, at 3:30 p.m. in the school
library.
The public is invited to attend.

Depression Group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednes
day, Nov. 19, at
10:30 a.m. at Medical Arts Building, Suite 283W,
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Murray-Calloway
Culbert RN, MSN,
CS at 762-1485.

Steering Committee to meet
The Steering Committee of Calloway United Benevolent Services
(C.U.B.S.) will meet Thursday, Nov. 20, at 9 a.m. at the office of
Murray Board of Education, Carter Building.

Kennel Club to meet Thursday
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will meet Thursday, Nov.
20, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Plans for Christ
mas parade
and party will be discussed. All members and interested
persons are
invited. For information call Rose Carpenter, preside
nt, 759-4556.

AA meeting local center Thursday

An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, Nov. 20,
at 7 p.m.
at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St.,
Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the
center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TI'D).

East PTA selling coupons
East Elementary School PTA is having a fundraiser. Merchants'
coupon sale books are being sold of buy one get one free at $10
each. Contact any East student or Ben Brumley at 7539-5711 or
759-4550 for a book.

Quilt Lovers plan two events
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight (Tuesd
ay) at 6 p.m. in
the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. Peggy
Smith will present a program on "Designing, Piecing and Fast
Cutting the FourPoint Star." In addition to demonstrating a simplif
ied technique of
working with the four-point star, Smith will also
show those present
how to fast piece the Flying Geese block using
the
thing" methood. On Wednesday, Nov. 19, a Crazy "ThirtysomeQuilt Christmas
Tree Fun Evening will be from 6 to 8 p.m. at the
library. All interested persons are invited.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday, Nov. 20, at 5 p.m. The Assessment/Curriculum
Committee will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in Kandi Dawson's
room. Wednesday meetings will be Professional Development Committee at 3 p.m. in Macy Back's Room; Communication Committee
at 3 p.m. in Mrs. Reid's room; and Rewards/Discipline and School
Climate Committee at 2:45 p.m. in Kim Black's Room. Scheduling/
Utilization of Space will meet Friday, Nov. 21, at 2:30 p.m. Eleanor
Mills, principal, urges all interested persons to attend.

Rodeo auction scheduled
A Rodeo Scholarship Auction will be Friday, Nov. 21, and Saturday, Nov. 22, at 6:30 p.m. prior to the start of the College Rodeo at
West Kentucky Expo Center. Items to be auctioned include rodeo
and western memorabilia and collectible items donated especially for
the event. Also included will be a large variety of new merchandise
and gift certificates donated by area businesses. For more information call 759-4408.

Girl Scout plans Sock Hop

INOIJRANCE
Quickfit • The #1
Body Fat Burning
Program Ever Created.

Fast, Fun Fitness
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Homemakers will personally
deliver all poinsettias to buyers
and will deliver to any one being
sent one by another person. A
card will be attached to each
plant with the giver's name on it.
Six colors are available at the
mentioned prices: white, marble,
peppermint, pink, red and jingle
bells (red and white).
"Our services are especially
open to all businesses and churches within Calloway County,"
Stahler said.
"The Calloway County Homemakers will appreciate the support of everyone in their annual
fund-raising drive, and look forward to serving the community
during the holiday season," added
Stahler.
Last year, the homemakers
raised $3,100 from the poinsettia
sales. The goal this year is to sell
2,000 plants.
Assisting in the sales will be
members of Calloway County
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America.
Proceeds will go to support
home economics student by scholarship, Family Resource Center,

Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association
will meet Wednesday, Nov. 19, at 8 a.m. in the private dining
room of MCC Hospital. All city and county ministers are urged
to attend.

(Me (in One weight loss
guidance, designed
around exercise.

Bodily Injury Liability
Property Damage Liability
Accidental Death
Medical Payments
Collision
Comprehensive
Uninsured Motorists
Underinsured Motorists
Emergency Road Service

Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, FARM, BUSINESSS
coverages too
Harold "Jack Romaine
106 N. 12th fit. • Murray
760-1023 or 753-411111
Licensed in KY & TN

The annual Girl Scout Sock Hop will be Friday, Nov. 21, at 6:30
p.m. in the Southwest Elementary School Gym. If you do not already have tickets, they will be $2 at the door. If you are not attending the sock hop with your troop and leaders, another adult must
stay with you all evening long. Concessions will also be available.

(This Christmas season,
don't just thrill her
with your gift...
touch her...with a
Christmas memory.
4,
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6:30

Tuesday, Nov. 1$
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m./City Hall.
Murray
Rights
Human
Commission/5:30 p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Southwest Calloway Site-based Decision Making Counci1/4 p.m.
Scholarship milliner by Carmen Garland of MSU for interested parents and
studenbtr
00
7j:i.m./Murray High School.
Free
pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m.hVeaks Community Center. Info/Martens, 753-2350.
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Calloway County 4-H Dusty Spurs
Horse Club/6:30 p.m./Weaks Community Center.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
West View Nursing Home In-Room
visits/2 p.m.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Log
Cabin Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
First Presbyterian Church South
Property Task Force/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Aerobics/5:30
p.m.
President's Invitational West Kentucky Academic Tournament/8
a.m.-3:30 p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Info/762-3166.
Wednesday, Nov. 19
Red Cross Blood Drive, sponsored
by Sigma Sigma Alpha sorority/10
a.m.-3 p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association/8 a.m./dining room of
MCC Hospital.
Murray Middle School SBDMC Communication Committee/3:15
p.m./Room 204.
Murray Elementary School SBDMC
Rewards/Discipline and School Climate Committee/2:45 p.m.; Professional Development Committee and
Communication Committee/3 p.m.
Quilt Lovers of Murray workshop and
fun evening/6-8 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Court Square/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Depression Support Group/10:30
a.m./Medical Arts Building, Suite
283W. Info/762-1485.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
bridge/9:30 a.m.; Thanksgiving
luncheon/noon.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/closed
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a.m.; Crafts/2 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun and
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Young-at-HearV
noon.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative
Ministries/6:30 p.m.; Children's Choir/
6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive and Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Worship Committee and Children's Choir Pracdce/6
p.m.; Choir practice and preparation of
Thanksgiving baskets/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School Choir
and Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids Club/5:30
p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal, Tom Turner
Prayer Group/6 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Sr. High UMYF
Bible Study at Cat's/7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Memorial, Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; Prayer and youth
groups, business meeting/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 19
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; WMU Leadership
Team/4:30 p.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Foreign
Mission Study, Prayer meeting/Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:35
P.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7

The /997 "Tiger Madness"
will be held Saturday, Nov. 22, at
Murray High School. This event
will be sponsored by the Murray
High School Athletic Boosters.
Activities will start at 4:30
p.m. with a chili supper which
will be served until 7:30 p.m. The
cost for the supper will be $2 per
person.
Entertainment will be from

HOME DEPARTMENT photos

Bill Boyd, retired president of
Peoples Bank of Murray, side
photo, spoke about "Travel" at the
October meeting of the Home Department of Murray Woman's
Club. Hostesses were, bottom
photo, from left, Barbara Chilcutt,
Winnie Love, Jackie Helm and ;
Gladys Jarrett The department
will have its "Brunch and Fun
Auction" on Thursday, Nov. 20, at
a.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Dolly Lorenz, Bobble
Waters, Maxine Scott and Morello
Andrus.

Baptist Church Bible
Emmanuel
m
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church PY/6:30
p.m.; WWOW, Children's Music, Youth
mooting/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New UM Christian Center service/7
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Murray State University Jazz Bands
concert/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium. No
admission charge.
Deluca
Tom
Hypnotist
performance/7:30 p.m./Lovell Auditorium, MSU.
Comedian
Emmy
Gay
performance/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
Theatre, MSU.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Union
Ridge United Methodist Church,
Aurora. The Rev. Charles Burns
is pastor.
The message will be given by
the Rev. Stephen Guarneros of
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. This is the 10th year of
participation in this ecumenical
service.
Other participating churches

•
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Bands to give concert

Hutchens wins

$10,000 - $110/mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052

are Aurora Christian, Bethel Fellowship, Maple Spring United
Methodist, Palestine United
Methodist, Russell Chapel United
Methodists, and St. Henry
Catholic.
Donations of food and money
will be divided between the Calloway County and Marshall
County Need Lines.
The service is being held early
enough so that the donations will
be available for Thanksgiving
distribution. A fellowship hour
will follow the service.

YES, WE INSURE
HOMES
IN
MURRAY
Also, Check-Out Our

ANNUITIES
6.00% 12 Months
'Early surrender charges apply
•Also available as an IRA

Homeowners Only

NATION W IDE
END , NG CORPORATION
Hours: 7am - Born
Loans Shown
Based on 11.99% 20 yr.
TO111 at 12.39% APR
ORE LIC S01220973
(AD058)

$$

$

753-4703
310 South 4th • Murray

Only
Call (502) 753-6749
By Appointment

PET
GROOMING

Westside Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South, Murray

Murray Calloway County Habitat for Humanity has planned
two special fund-raising
activities.
A hot dog sale will be Friday,
Nov. 21, in front of IGA on
Chestnut Street.
On Saturday, Nov. 22, a pancake breakfast will be held at
Rudy's Restaurant.
Handmade birdhouses will also
be available at both places for
purchase.
All proceeds will go to support
the local Habitat for Humanity
Chapter. The public is urged to
participate in this special fundraising events.

HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB photo

CONSOLIDATE

Jazz vocal quartet arrangements
of "Satin Doll," and "As Time Goes
By" will be performed in the style of
Tommy Dorsey and The Sentimentalists.
"Georgia on My Mind" will feature Saxophonist, Ed Donner. The
band will close with the driving
classic "La Fiesta."
"This Concert should have something for everyone!", noted Fannin.
The program is open to the public
and admission is free.

Habitat will
have events
Tommy Hutchens of 9262 St. Rt
121 North, Farmington, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
won second place in Student Art
in Drawing at contest of First District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at Kentucky Dam
Village. He was representing Hazel
Woman's Club.

5:30 to 8:30 p.m. This will be by
the basketball squads, cheerleading teams, and dance teams. Included on the program will be
representatives from Kindergarten through the 12th Grade.
Admission will be $2 per person. The public is urged to attend. For more information call
Darnell Moneymaker at
767-9425.

Community Thanksgiving
service at Aurora tonight
The Aurora Area Ministerial
Alliance will conduct a community Thanksgiving service tonight

The Murray State University Jazz
Bands will present a concert at the
Lovett Auditorium on Wednesday
Nov. 19,at 8 p.m. The band is under
the direction of John Fannin.
The program will include many
standard big band selections.
Don Meza composition "Time
Check" will open up the concert.
"This tune is a real barn burner,
noted Fannin, "and really gives the
whole band a work-out."
Anne Cowherd is featured on
"How High the Moon" and "Every
Day."

Answers.

Osteoporosis is a disease characterized by low bone mass leading to

fragile bones and increased risk of hip, spine and wrist fractures.
While often thought of as an older person's disease, it can strike at
any age. The risk factors described below can increase your chance
of suffering from osteoporosis.

1. Caucasians, Hispanics and Asians. Although
these races are at increased risk, all races
are at risk for osteoporosis.

IviecyA
xeoent
Cuikeactixer:;tr .

2. Thin or petite women. Thin or small-boned
women have a reduced bone mass, putting
them at higher risk.

Li

3. Inactivity. Weight-bearing exercise including
aerobic activity help build strong bones.

Bethany Bristoe at Jim West

4. Family history of osteoporosis or fractures.
Family history is an indication of possible
genetic risk. Fractures are a signal to watch.

October 10, 1997

Tory Holton at Tony Waller

5. Smoking. It decreases estrogen levels which
may lead to accelerated bone loss.

December 19, 1997

6. Alcohol and caffeine. Like smoking,
excessive use of alcohol or caffeine can
deplete the amount of bone-building calcium
in your body.

Amanda Seidler at Richard Wilson
December 20, 1997

Elizabeth Thurman at Steve Humphreys

7. Rheumatoid arthritis. This crippling disease deteriorates the bone mass in joints.

December 21, 1997

8. Breaking a bone after age 45. Osteoporosis is responsible for 1.5 million fractures each
year. Forty percent of all women will have at least one spinal fracture by age 80. Her
risk of hip fracture is equal to her combined risk of breast, uterine, and ovarian cancer.

Ginger Crouch at Josh Spickler
January 3, 1998

111 South 4th Street 759-2100
Open Monday - Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

9. Early menopause. Decreased estrogen results in accelerated bone loss. During
the first five years after menopause, women may lose as much aS25 percent of
bone mass.

ot al-

10.Steroids. anti-convulsants, and increased thyroid hormone. All can lead to
osteoporosis by accelerating bone loss.
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'Tiger Madness'for Murray
schools will be on Saturday

Boyd speaks for department
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Gottfried's Racers set for opener

SCHEDULE
1:4 i

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
An Ohio Valley Conference
championship, winning in the
NCAA Tournament and gaining
national recognition.
Those are all goals and aspirations for the 1997-98 addition of
the Murray State Racer basketball
team.
But according to third-year
head coach Mark Gottfried, several questions remain about the
most anticipated season in MSU
basketball history.
"Our guys have made a lot of

progress," Gottfried said in his
first press luncheon of the season
Monday. "But there are still a lot
of questions that need to be
answered."
Who will emerge as the Racers' leading offensive and defensive player? How quickly will a
small stable of veterans mesh
with a host of newcomers? How
will Gottfried find playing time
for all that talent?
Some of those questions will
begin to be answered when the
Racers take the court for their
season opener Wednesday night
against the Dayton Flyers of the

Atlantic 10 Conference at 6:30
p.m. (CST) at Dayton Arena.
The opener, against an upstart
Dayton club expected to contend
in the Atlantic 10, is one that
Gottfried says will benefit the
Racers.
"I like our game (with Dayton)
Wednesday," said Gottfried.
"They have a good team. It will
be a real challenge for our guys.
This will show us how far we've
come in practice."
Dayton, who enters Wednesday's opener off a 13-14 season,
return three starters from last
year's unit.

Senior forward Ryan Perrryman and sophomore center Mark
Ashman look to be the catalysts
for third-year head coach Oliver
Purnell.
They will be mixed with newcomer Tony Stanley, a freshman
guard who scored 30 points in the
Flyers' exhibition opener. Stanley
is one half of a new Dayton
backcourt.
"They played a lot like Tennessee State did last year," Gottfried explained. —They had a lot
of young guys and took some
lumps, but they're very balanced
and have good fundamentals.

Their game is based on simplicity
and execution."
Murray State returns to the
court after a 20-10 season that
produced its ninth OVC championship in the last • 10 seasons.
But this year's version of the
Racers is dramatically different
than last season's championship
club.
The Racers will return backcourt mates De'Teri Mayes and
Chad Townsend, rated in many
preseason publications as one of
the nation's top guard tandems.

BASKETBALL

ic

IN MSU at Dayton
Dayton, Ohio — 6:30

V

'State playoffs
II Murray at Fulton Co.
Hickman — 7:30
SAT l IF-DAY
BASKETBALL

PC

111 Lady Racers vs. Belmont
Racer Arena — 4
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By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
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FOOTBALL

Drayton's
catch lifts
Dolphins
past Bills

Up to 100 players
may change teams

ri
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• See Page 9

Expansion
draft part
of big day
in baseball

PHOENIX (AP) — Brace
yourself, baseball fans, for a day
to remember.
In what promises to be a wild
flurry, up to 100 players might be
changing teams today. By the end
of the evening, hardly anyone
may be safe.
The Arizona Diamondbacks
and Tampa Bay Devil Rays were
to start the free fall around 4 p.m.
EST with the expansion draft.
Once they finish about seven
hours later, a lot of trades apparently are on deck — most prominent are deals involving Pedro
Martinez, Kevin Brown and Matt
Williams!
Arizona didn't even wait to
show every other major league
team that it means business. The
cash-rich Diamondbacks made an
early splash, signing free agent
shortstop Jay Bell to a $34 million, 5 year contract Monday.
"We've made a $300 million
investment to get into baseball,
and I think this signing of Jay
Bell is indicative of our commitment to put a winning team on
the field," Diamondbacks chief
executive officer Jerry Colangelo
said.
"Whatever we do isn't something that's going to have to be
torn down and sold," Colangelo
said in a clear reference to the
fire sale of the World Series
champion Florida Marlins.
The Diamondbacks were not
the only team in motion.
The Boston Red Sox appeared
to be on the brink of trading for
Martinez, the NL Cy Young winner from the Montreal Expos. But
Martinez may have shaken up the
equation when he told the Expos
he would not sign a long-term
contract with Boston.
Martinez, eligible for free
agency after next season, and his
agent, Bob Gilhooley, spoke with
Expos general manager Jim Beattie on Monday. Beattie told Mar-

bra i,A ,

MIAMI (AP) — The Buffalo
Bills stayed close to the Miami
Dolphins until Troy Drayton
went out for a pass.
The wide-open tight end's
30-yard touchdown reception
with 5:11 remaining Monday
night gave the Dolphins some
breathing room in a 30-13
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Murray State coach Denver Johnson called running back Anthony Downs'(3) second straight 1,000-yard rushing season one of the highlights
of Johnson's first season with the Racers.

Johnson calls season 'a joy'
I Coach hopeful for playoffs,
but says recruiting top priority
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Knowing his team's chances
for a third straight appearance
in the Division I-AA playoffs
are slim at best, Denver Johnson is nonetheless happy with
his first season as Murray State
football coach.
The Racers finished the regular season at 7-4 with Satur-

ready to concede anything yet,"
Johnson said at his weekly
press conference Monday.
"Some freaky things would
have to happen first, but strange
things have happened before."
Even if the Racers don't
make another postseason appearance, Johnson pointed to
several positives.
"Seven-and-four is not the
season we were hoping for, but
it's hard to argue that it's not a
successful season," he Said. "I
was happy that Anthony Downs
got 1,000 yards for the season

day's 13-7 win at Tennessee
State. MSU wound up 5-2 in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
but have no chance of winning
the OVC since Eastern Kentucky is 6-0 and Eastern Illinois
is 5-1. The two meet this
weekend in Charleston, Ill., to
decide the conference race.
And with, four losses, the
possibility of receiving an atlarge bid to the NCAA playoffs
are virtually none.
"Our chances of getting to
the playoffs are probably extremely slim, but we're not

• See Page 9

because he's really been a
workhorse for us, and our defense continued to play well."
Johnson said he will carry
fond memories from his first
Racer squad, notwithstanding
the transition period the players
endured.
"My first year was truly a
joy, but it wasn't easy," he said.
"I was hired late and we were
so far behind; it's been a difficult transition and a lot of people don't see that. People by na-

Miami led only 16-13 when
Dan Marino found Drayton open
at the 10-yard line, some 15
yards from the nearest defender.
Following the score, the Dolphins
stopped Buffalo on downs and
added an insurance touchdown on
Karim Abdul-Jabbar's 1-yard run.
A halftime ceremony honored
Miami's 17-0 season 25 years
ago, and the Dolphins were so inspired by the tribute that they
nearly blew a 13-0 lead.
But Miami (7-4) held on despite two second-half turnovers
and moved into a first-place tie
with the New York Jets in the
AFC East. The Dolphins hold the
tiebreaker advantage over New
York by virtue of sweeping their
two-game series.
"We knew what we were in
for," Drayton said. "We needed
this because we wanted to stay in
first place, keep the ball rolling
and get to the playoffs."
"About this time of year every
year," coach Jimmy Johnson
said, "a couple teams start to get
on a roll and come out of the
pack and get good things happening before the playoffs. We're
coming close to that."
The Bills (5-6) dropped two
games back. They've lost three of
their past four games.
Buffalo's punchless offense
scored more than one touchdown
for only the second time in six
games. Quarterback Todd Collins, who returned to the lineup
after being benched for two
games in favor of Alex Van Pelt,
completed 19 of 37 passes for
152 yards.
"We did too many things not

•I See Page 9
111 See Page 9
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Cooper's future with Louisville to be discussed

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
After earlier canceling this morning's meeting with University of
Louisville Athletic Director Tom
Jurich, embattled Louisville
Coach Ron Cooper has once
again agreed to discuss his future
with the university's football
program.
Cooper is scheduled to talk
with lunch this morning in Jurich's office about what went
wrong with the football team this
seasui; AtiCi
hc will remain at the university. lite third
year coach's supporters spent the
morning on campus talking with
university officials and President

John Shumaker about the coach's
future.
Athletic Director Tom Jurich
has characterized the planned
meeting as an evaluation and an
opportunity "to discuss the future" of the football program, but
local television stations have
been reporting that Cooper would
be losing his job.
The Cardinals were left with a
1-10 record — the worst in the
program's history — after losing
Mcmi,his last Saturday They
*cre 1-4 in 1995 and 5-6 in
1996.
Cooper has two years left on
his contract, but critics are de-

manding that he resign or be
fired.
"What I really hope happens
at first in the talk is that he (Jurich) and I do discuss our football
team and what went wrong and
what went bad and problems that
I've had," Cooper said. "There
are a lot of things that need to be
aired out that will help him out in
the long run so he'll get a feel
about how I feel and he'll get a
feel for the athletic department."
A university football official,
meanwhile, said that he — and
not Cooper — hired two women
to work at a 1996 golf outing
where they exposed their breasts.

Ron Cooper
Future hangs in balance
as Louisvile head coach

ple as I could," Beck said. "It
Reports about the golf outing
surfaced Friday as some boosters
was a mistake."
stepped up an apparent effort to
Neither Beck nor Cooper said
discredit Cooper.
he had seen the women lift their
"It's totally my fault. I run the
shirts. Beck said he heard about
golf outing.(Cooper) had nothing
the women's behavior from other
to do with it," said Kevin Beck, tournament participants. Beck
director of the university's footsaid he was told that while they
ball operations. "It's not somedistributed beer to the golfers, the
thing I'm proud of. It was poor
wdmen also offered to lift their
judgment on my part. I corrected
shirts for money.
it as soon as I could,"
Cooper and Beck said there
Beck said that Cooper told him
had been no repeat episodes at a
to escort the women off the
golf outing held last summer.
course, which he did, and that the
In an interview with The
coach later reprimanded him by
Courier-Journal, the coach said
letter.
"I apologized to as many peo- • See Page 9
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FROM PAGE 8
Lure are resistant to change, and
this was a tough situation to
come into. It's been trying at
times.
"I tried to be Mindful of the
seniors," he added. "I've been
there as a player, going through
a coaching change, and maybe
that gave me some insight on
what they were going through."
The next item on Johnson's
agenda is recruiting. While several key players return on defense, most notably linemen
Marcus Stepp, Kenny Knotts
and Jerrod Webb, linebacker
Chris Vaughn and defensive
backs Rod Thompson and
Chauncey McGee, the offense
loses a host of players in four
of the starting linemen, along
with Downs, fullback Mike
Johnson and receiver Reginald
S winton.
"We need to get busy recruiting, especially on the offensive
side," he said. "We lose some

BRIEFS

Williams on
soccer team
Kellie Williams of Murray plays
midfield for the Campbellsville University Lady Tiger soccer team.
Williams, a sophomore, is the
daughter of Joey and Pam Williams
of Murray.
She graduated from Calloway
County High School in 1996 and attends South Campbellsville Baptist
Church.
Lady Tiger soccer is coached by
Vandeson Kimonos. The team ended its second season with a 3-10-1
record after a loss to Union College
in the Mid-South Conference
tournament.

KELLIE WILLIAMS

'Tiger Madness' to kick off season

•
nt

Murray High 'Tiger Madness" will be Saturday, Nov. 22.
The boys and girls teams from MHS will scrimmage, along with the Murray
Middle School boys and girt.
Cheerleaders, the dance team and Murray Tiger Stars (K-2nd grade) will
perform. Murray Little League teams will be introduced.
Admission for the event will be $2. A chili supper will be served for an additional $2. The event is scheduled from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
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Trinidad natives Marvin Gay
and Duane Virgil will lead a band
of newcomers that form what appears to be one of the most talented MSU teams ever.
Murray began its exhibition
slate with a win over Vasda USA.
That was followed by a 90-74
triumph over Hungarian national
squad Albacomp.
Sophomore forward Isaac
Spencer highlighted the win over
Vasda with 20 points and 10 rebounds while sophomore forward
Michael Turner impressed with a
solid performance against
Albacomp.
"Both exhibition games were
good for our team. Both games

that among the participants at the
1996 tournament were then Athletic Director Bill Olsen; associate athletic directors Mike Polio
and Kevin Miller; Ray Nystrand,
the special assistant to university
President John Shumaker; university trustee Malcolm Chancey; U
of L Athletic Association board
member and university trustee
Harry Jones, and former football
great Johnny Unitas.
Beck confirmed that those seven were among the guests.

tinez a trade had not been completed, according to a person who
spoke on the condition he not be
identified.
Martinez, in turn, told Beattie
he had no interest in the Red Sox.
"Pedro made it very clear he
would not sign a long-term contract with Boston," the source
said. "He indicated to Beattie
certain clubs he wanted to go to
and certain clubs he did not want
to go to."
The Marlins' attempt to slash
their payroll might also include
sending reliever Robb Nen to
Boston and Brown to the St.
Louis Cardinals. And there was
still a chance, although it appeared to be dwindling, that they
would trade Gary Sheffield to the
New York Mets.
The likelihood that the Seattle
Mariners would trade ace Randy
Johnson to anyone looked to be
diminishing. But Williams could
wind up with the Diamondbacks
as part of draft-day deal that
might send Tim Naehring and
Eric Young to the Cleveland
Indians.
No trades can be announced
until the end of the draft, and
several deals seemed to be contingent on the expansion teams
being able to draft certain
players.
But free agents are free to sign
— while the Diamondbacks got
Bell, the Atlanta Braves signed
shortstop Walt Weiss, formerly of
Colorado, for a 3-year, $9 million
contract.
Just what kind of talent Arizona and Tampa Bay will take

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Nystrand said that he attended
the golf outing.
"I was aware of what was going on," he said. "I did not approve of it and I spoke to Olsen

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

about it, and I'm confident that
he addressed the issue with
Coach Cooper." Nystrand declined further comment.

when the draft begins at 4:08
p.m. EST remains to be seen.
There are sure to be big names
available — Fred McGriff, Eric
Karros and Eric Davis, among
them — but the new teams are
more likely to stay away from
veterans on the downside of their
careers.
There was always a chance,
however, that someone like Karros or McGriff could be picked,
then traded.
The Devil Rays own the top
pick in the three-round draft, with
the Diamondbacks getting the
next two choices. Each team will
eventually choose 35 players
from those left off the 15-man
protected lists of the other 28 major league clubs.
Tampa Bay GM Chuck LaMar
said his team is down to two or
three players to take with the No.
1 pick, but he did not identify
them.
Arizona believes it got a sure
thing in Bell, just the way the
Rockies felt when they signed
free agent Andres Galarraga one
day before their expansion draft
in November 1992.

well to isolate on one individual," Bills coach Mary Levy
said.
Marino was 18-for-24 for 234
yards. Rookie tight end Ed Perry
scored his first NFL touchdown
on a 3-yard reception to cap a
90-yard drive, and Olindo Mare
kicked field goals of 37, 30 and
35 yards.
"Bitterly disappointing," Levy
said. "Marino is a great player.
You have to counter with some
more offense than we were able
to do. There aren't many that
match Marino."
The Dolphins, who failed to
score a touchdown in a 9-6 loss
at Buffalo earlier in November,
this time raced to a 13-0 lead after 22 minutes.
Buffalo's offense finally got
untracked on the first possession
of the second half. The Bills converted two third-and-long situations to set up a 1-yard touchdown run by Darick Holmes.
Steve Christie's 36-yard field
goal made the score 16-10. After
Steve Tasker recovered Irving
Spikes' fumble on the ensuing
kickoff, Christie hit a 24-yard
field goal.
"Being able to hold them to a
field goal there was as big a series as there was in the game,"
Johnson said.
Miami regained the momentum
on Drayton's score to cap a
61-yard drive. On second-and-11,
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he ran past linebacker Bryce
Paup, whose attention was elsewhere. No one in the secondary
was in Drayton's vicinity, and as
he trotted across the goal line
with the reception, Paup stretched
out his arms in disbelief.
"It was a miscommunication at
the line of scrimmage," safety
Kurt Schulz said. "Against Marino, he's going to take advantage
of these things, and he did."
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New tests can detect osteoporosis before any

more accurate than most because in addition to

reverse onset And Women's Health Services of

the standard examination, it allows for multiple

Murray-Calloway County Hospital provides the

sites to be evaluated which increases the

most comprehensive diagnostic screenings.

accuracy of the evaluation.
Experienced Interpretation Makes A Difference

Bone Mineral Analysis

Special
The cold weather
is here! Call us
Only
for a complete cold
weather maintenance check.

Murray

have provided accurate and reliable bone mineral

preliminary symptoms of osteoporosis. It's safe,

interpretations for more than a decade. You

comfortable, consistently accurate, reliable and

and your physician can rely on a thorough,

complete. Murray-Calloway County Hospital has

experienced evaluation which will allow for

the latest, and most accurate, technology for

effective treatment if osteoporosis is detected.

If you answered "Yes" to any of the questions
on the quiz, consult with your physician to

your physician with information to determine •

schedule an osteoporosis exam. For a physician

preventive or treatment options.

referral, call Women's Health Services of MurrayCalloway County Hospital at 1-800-342-6224.

A More Accurate Test
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Our board-certified physician radiologists
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detecting osteoporosis in its earliest stages.
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equipment at Murray-Calloway County Hospital is

symptoms appear. New treatments can prevent or

The first step is detection. Bone mineral
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Sunday's Gamma
Agents 89, L.A. Captor. 83
Now Army 77, Cleveland 72
Phoenix 96, Hanlon 64
SNOW 119 Milwaukee 99
L.A. LAMM 121, Venoms( 96
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Portland 120, Deka 75
Tuesday's Games
Boston al Toronto, 6 p.m
LA. Camera at Orlando, 6:30 p.m
Washington at Adam.. 630 p.m
New You at Houston, 7 p.m.
Danoil at MiltimAss, 730 p.m.
Vancarear at DIM•11/. II p.m.
L.A. Laker, at Utah, $ p.m
',Imamate al Phoenix, II p.m
Niko at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m
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P
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Golden Stets at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Vancouvw It Seattle, 9 p.m.
lAnnimata at L.A. Laken, 910 p.m.

For Women Of All Ages.

3 yr./38.000 nal* warranty *vadat*

Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

753-8355

Solutions.

In less than 30 minutes, a bone mineral

REMANUFACTURED ENGINES

901 Sycamore

NBA STANDINGS

Chancey said he did not recall
being at any such golf outing. He
said that he recalled possibly
playing in a 1995 U of L alumni
golf outing in which Cooper was
a participant.

'3999

MARSHALL

able amount of financial aid to
offer incoming players.
"We're not at our maximum
limit; out of those 22 seniors
we'll have about 20 scholarships, and it could even go into
the high 20s, so that's good,"
he said.
Looking to next year, Johnson expects to see improvement
from quarterback Dan Loyd,
who completed 144 of 306 passes for 1,915 yards. Loyd, a sophomore, threw for 14 touchdowns with nine interceptions.
"We have to catch the ball,
and there were times when we
didn't that I felt sorry for Dan,"
he said. "I never questioned
Dan's courage or his competitiveness, we just had a lot of
balls dropped. I'm not disappointed in Dan at all. He did his
part this season and he will get
better."

SCOREBOARD

•Drayton's catch...

•Expansion draft...
FROM PAGE 8

difference in a fifth-year and a
fourth-year senior in football,
particularly in the line and at
tight end. The 11 games our seniors played as freshmen aren't
the same 11 that they could
have played next year if they
had been redshirted, but I realize the program was in a different situation then than it is
now.
"When you're playing with
fourth-year juniors and fifthyear seniors you're pretty good,
but when you're playing with
freshmen and sophomores,
you're usually not," Johnson
added. "I would much rather
have the 11 games a fifth-year
senior could play than the 11
the same guy could play as a
true freshman."
Johnson said that while the
Racers lose a class of 22 seniors, that will free up a size-

•Cooper...

1111 Gottfried's Racers...
were different. It was good for us
to play two diverse games like
that," Gottfried said.
"It shows that we can be a very
good team. But it also shows that
we are a very inexperienced
team."
However, one thing that the
exhibition outings did not produce was a starting five for the
season opener.
"We're still trying to figure out
who we're going to start," said
Gottfried. "We spent an hour and
a half talking about that in the
staff meeting. We may not know
that until after we get to Dayton."
The Racers will begin their
home schedule Nov. 24 with a
7:30 p.m. contest against Belmont University.

good guys on the offensive line
in Mark Robinson and Dan
Brown, both of whom were in
on every snap, and Brian Cox,
who came back as quick as he
did from an anterior cruciate ligament injury.
"As far as getting replacements for those guys, were in a
little bit of a quandry because 1
don't want to get wholesale into
the junior college business because that's not the way you
build a program long-term, but
at the same time we've got to
get some players in here who
can help us next year," Johnson
added. "We've got some guys
in our program who will be in
the mix next year, but we need
to develop some depth."
Johnson said he would also
like to redshirt most of the
freshmen he signs this year, as
he did with his first class.
"I think that will pay great
dividends for us on down the
road," he said. "There's a lot of
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Bone mineral analysis is a highly effective
diagnostic tool. But the bone densitometry

753-4424

Hundred? more new available. AU
reinaralacared to nor conalition.t.
Financing available as low.,
$29 per as.

In Stock At:

D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

Crank's Cunningham University rive Points
Tire and Auto
408 N. 4th St.
753-6779

Auto Repair

Tire and Auto

Auto Repair

619 S. 4th St.

1406 Main St

8106 Coldwater Rd

753-6831

753-4994

753-9181
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Scholarship applications
due for Adult Education
American Education Week
November 16-22. 1997

KITCHEN & BATH 101(;\
Introduce the Pull-Out Shelf
*Custom made for existing cabinets
*Everything within reach
*Free in-home estimates
Call for more details

The Mum High School academic team recently competed In the "All A
Classic" tournament.

753-1546

MHS academics win
All A Classic tourney

Also availabk Custom plans for new and
remodeling kitchen and bath jobs.

Present this ad Z.1. sa‘e 25 on an
irder placed during \member 1997

:w*

The Murray High Academic team
participated in the "All A Classic"
tournament recently held in Murray
and attended by class A schools in
the first region. The academic tournament is sponsored by the "All A
Classic" Basketball tournament
with scholarships provided by the
proceeds from the regional basketball tournaments.
Eight class A schools competed
in the double elimination event.
Murray defeated St. Mary's, then
was beaten by Mayfield and went to
the losers bracket. They then beat
Carlisle County and Fulton County
before handing Mayfield their second loss in a re-match. Murray then
had to beat Heath twice in two very
tense and exciting matches to win
the regional championship.

B. Scott Foster, D.C.

•

Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
Headaches & Dizziness 2. Low Back & Leg Pain
3. Neck-Shoulder & Ann Pain
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help.

For an Appointment Call 759-8000
Most major health care insurance
policies cover chiropractic care.

1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray, KY

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials
I Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 Cl
0C
J , plywood

A. 0 concrete floor
reinforced with
wee mesh
111 12 footing
G Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts
m concrete
E Treated
E
bottom plates
• Cl studs 16 0 C
G 7' •• Blander
under siding
H Masonite wood or

o

r

nyl siding

L. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2.4 fascia
aluminum co VP/ed
P 2.10 he.iders
raised curb
O

In Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club is encouraging
audience participation in one of the
events taking place during the college rodeo which will be held Nov.
20-22 at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. This event doesn't involve riding a bull, but it does
require participants to raise their
hands and yell-out bids.
A large number of items have
been secured for the first-ever Rodeo Scholarship Auction which will
be held at the expo center prior to
the Friday and Saturday rodeo per-

We offer you. FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 2 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24.30)

17

$3.525 1,1. CAR (12x20)
$4325 2 CAR (1800)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
$4,825 2',2 CAR (24.24)
$5,425 LARGE 2'r CAR (24.30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

The team consisted of Nathan
Hughes, captain, David Crouch,
Sam Bierds, Elizabeth Allen, Cheri
Riedel,Emily Porterfield,Carl Gustafason, and Brandon Kellie. They
are coached by Lloyd Hasty and
Becky Fairbanks. Murray High also
won the coveted Golden Banana at
the Fulton Banana Festival Tournament earlier this year. They will
compete in several more tournaments as well as the Kentucky
Academic Association's Governor's
Cup later in the school year.

54.025
54.725
S5,125
$5.225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

formances. The auction will start at
6:30 p.m. both nights.
Terry Jackson, booster club president, says the booster club is
excited about the response from
businesses that have donated items
for the auction and expects that
bidders will be pleased with the
quality and variety of the products
up for bid.
Kathy Watkins, booster club
public relations representative, says
people can get a sneak preview of
the George Strait life-size stand-up
poster when the college rodeo opens
at the expo center Thursday. A list
of other items will be available and
the public is invited back Friday and
Saturday to participate in the auction.

and
equipment
instructional
supplies.
Scholarships funded by The Humana Foundation Inc. will be
awarded to applicants entering the
medical field. BPW scholarship
funds are distributed equally across
the seven BPW regions of Kentucky.
The Foundation for Adult Education, affiliated with the Department
for Adult Education and Literacy
and the Cabinet for Workforce
Development, develops partnerships with businesses and organizations to support local adult education and literacy programs and student efforts.
Applications and additional information are available by contacting local adult education programs,
BPW organizations, and GED testing centers across the state, or the
Department for Adult Education
and Literacy in Frankfort at (502)
564-5114.

Stuck
Midd

Murray State gets grant
from engineering group
The Education Foundation of the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers(SME)awarded Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., a total of
$20,395.
The grant award is for one Algor
Mechanical Design Software Gift
Program sponsored by Algor(R),
Inc.

Rodeo Booster Club to host auction

decking
K Seal down shingles

—

Murray won an all expense trip to
the state championship to be held in
Lexington in January and a scholarship as well as the chance to
compete for $2000 more in scholarship money.

The Foundation for Adult Education is accepting scholarship applications from Kentucky GED recipients who are enrolled in postsecondary education.
The deadline for applying for the
$500 scholarships is Dec. 1, 1997.
Scholarships will be awarded for the
spring semester. They are funded
through donations by the Kentucky
Federation of Business and Professional Women Inc. (BPW), The
Humana Foundation Inc. and The
Ashland Inc. Foundation.
Applicants must be Kentucky
residents and GED recipients who
scored a minimum average of 55 on
the GED tests and no lower than 45
on any subtest. Applicants must be
enrolled in a postsecondary
institution.
The scholarships may be used for
tuition, books, laboratory and technology fees, college-offered health
insurance fees, meal tickets, transportation, child care and required

All funds contributed to the auction will go directly to the scholarship fund which is one of the
primary functions of the booster
club. Over $8,000 has been dedicated to scholarships for rodeo
students from the booster club during the 1997-98 academic year.
The expo center is located on
College Farm Road, one mile west
of the main Murray State campus.
Ticket information is available by
calling (502)762-3125. Gates open
at6 p.m. and the rodeo performance
begins at 7:30 p.m. for each of the
three-night performances. The
Scholarship Auction will start at
6:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday
and continue until rodeo time.

"Engineering and manufacturing
are vital to the American way of life.
Engineering, more than any other
industry, must keep up with the
lastest developments," said SME
Education Foundation President
Earl E. Walker,St. Louis, Mo."The
SME Education Foundation is actively working to support colleges,
universities, and technical schools
to provide state-of-the-art education
for manufacturing engineering and
manufacturing engineering technology students and ultimately, industry. We are proud of the impact
the Foundation is having on the
institutions of North America and
we will continue to promote manufactuthig engineering as an engineering discipline."

Studi
tack

SME, headquartered in Dearborn, Mich., USA, is an international professional society dedicated to serving its members and the
manufacturing community through
the advancement of professionalism, knowledge and learning.
Founded in 1932, SME has nearly
70,000 members in 70 countries.
The Society also sponsors some 275
chapters, districts and regions, as
well as 240 student chapters worldwide.

HC HENRY COUNTY
M IC MEDICAL CENTER

Pick
Butti
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is pleased to announce

Jeffrey L. Zweig, M.D.
OBSTETRICS - GYNECOLOGY - INFERTILITY
has joined the medical staff.
Dr. Zweig's office is located at
300 Hospital Circle, Suite 203
Carothers Medical Arts Building.

For an appointment, call 901-644-2911
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When you open a new 15 month CD with at least $500 tell
us who you think will win the most games during this 5
game stretch -- Rick or Tubby. If you're right, you've sunk a
3-pointer and you'll get a higher rate. And if you guess
wrong? Well, you still score a free throw and a great rate.

voise

Joining Dr. Zweig in his practice is Carol KimuraZweig, RNP. As a nurse practitioner, Carol will
provide full obstetrical
& gynecological care in conjunction with
Dr. Zweig.
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Students practice business skills needed In the workplace at Calloway
Middle School.
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Students In Mrs. Wall's class at East Elementary wait for the popcorn
they shelled to pop.

rl

‘4.

Students practice CAD (Computer Aided Drafting) skills In Mr. Welter's
technology program at Calloway Middle.

A al
Students from Mary Gall Johnson's class at Murray Elementary visited
Pets, Pals and Pumpkins.

Rana Alayed and her father Saleh Alayed brought many articles from
Saudi Arabia to share with the class at North Calloway Elementary.
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4
Students from Mary Gall Johnson's class at Murray Elementary visited
the fire station during fire safety week.
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Mrs. McNarry from Murray State University talked about predators at
North Calloway Elementary.
Pictured are Southwest students Susan Holland, Miranda Alton, Kelly
Butterworth, Brandon Orr, Beau Bogard and Taylor Dunlap with Clifford
the Big Red Dog during a recent book fair.

6Seventh-graders from Murray Middle School enjoy a day at the park as
part of the school's reward and discipline plan.

a.

Pam Anderson and Luke Pucket create a timeline which covers ancient
Greece in Humanities at Calloway High.
.•
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Mrs. Lorraine Leggett, library science student teacher at Southwest
Elementary Is shown sharing a Halloween book with primary students
In Mrs. Becky Robinson's class.

to 4,

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for cach school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
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The Fire and Rescue Squad visited East Elementary as part of Fire
Safety Prevention Week.

Students in Kelly Mackey's class at Calloway County High School use
the Internet to research stocks for Stock Market 2000.
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Come by for a FREE
vision screening and
your annual eye
health exam.

Eyecare
14% Specialtie;:

(Left to right) Mo Green, Mr. Bing, Jared Geurin, Zachary Orr, Shelby
Crouch, Sarah Thomas, All Meshkat, Madison Henninger, Clem Gobert,
Fiona Cheng, Lake Butterworth, Brock Simmons and Lucas Anderson.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

308 S. 12th Murray
759-2500

Phone:(502) 753-6578
Hours 730 arn. to SQC,
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0' Classic Books
01 Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
Ur Special Orders Taken On
Most Titles Not In Stock
RE A DMORE
HOOK-N-CARD sit
Chestnut Hills
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VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
-ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
ANN'S Country Kitchen,
Hazel, KY will be open
Thanksgiving Day
flam-2pm.
ANY & all persons of Native
American ancestry or interests contact 436-2930

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
suindarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you. Of your
insurance,

must pay has been
increased to 5760 in
1997.
For more information
call.
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-890-455-4199
our 35th year of service

ATTENTION Restaurants!! Need quality catfish?
We've got grainied, farm
raised Alabama catfish.
Call F G at Meadow Lane
Enterprise (502)435-4147. BIBLE Message 759-5177.

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing in

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
What the mind can cause
The mind can cure.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION

AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, soiling or just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon OMENS; give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sis/rep.
FINANCIALLY BURDENED? Get Thousands.
Debt Consolidation/ Loans
1-800-964-4616.
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Ukihousm. 753-0700.
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1 00 Buys mans, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

RED Doberman Pinscher,
family pet, wearing a training collar, last seen in the
area of Airport Rd. Reward.
753-7702 or 753-2207.
REWARD! Lost near S
16th: male, part Siamese
cat, blue eyes & blue collar.
Answers to 'Hannable'.
Family pet, very loved.
Please call 759-0698.
IMO
Wanted

Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCOWELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, 11orray, KY

& part time Deli
& Stock help.
Benefit package
available. Apply
in person:

Owen Food
Market.
calls
please.

No phone

DETECTIVE- PRIVATE Investigator Trainees Good
Wages 502-329-1124.
FULL time preschool
needed
teacher
9.30am-5:30pm Degree
Child
requiredDevelopment' Elementary
Ed or two years experi
once. Only serious inquires
need apply. Call 753-6578
to schedule interview.
FULL-time position at local
daycare. Early childhood
degree preferred or any
degree in education or minimum two yews experience. Call 759-1926.
NEED to lose weight &
make money? Call
759-2082 for more details
OWN your own home
based business. Work full
or part-time. No inventory.
No
investment.
800-548 5861.

rnn

HALEY'S
Siugtyntick

Due to increase in
sales, we need full

AVON- $8-$18/hr. No door
to door. Easy methods!
Quick Cash! 'Bonuses' TOBACCO Strippers
needed. Call days
1-800-827-4640.
492-6156, evenings
BUS Boys- Please apply in 753-4131.
person Wed-Sat from
2prn-4pm at Seven Seas, WORK FROM HOME PT/
FT $982-$6947/mo FREE
1901 N 12th.
INFORMATION BOOKCAPTAIN D's is now ac- LET. 1-800-373-8188 or
cepting applications for full WVAV youcanworkfromhom
& part time employment. e.com.
Excellent benefits, meal
policy, flexible schedules.
Apply in person, Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center.
COMPUTER Users
needed Work own hrs.
$20K to $50 Kihr
1-800-348-7186 x 486
COMPUTER, Telephone
and Fiber Optic cable installers No experience
necessary. Electrical or
conduit experience a plus.
Temporary to possible permanent position available.
Most have High School diploma, clean DL, dean out
appearance. Drug free and
non smoking work place.
502-436-5446.

Articles
For Sale

UBRARY ASSISTANT II.
Full-time position with benefit. Bachelor's degree required; major in library science preferred. Most have
tour years experience, including two years in a
public or academic library
dealing with patrons and
using library materials, procedures, and systems.
Position serves a key function in the Reference Department of the Watarfield
Library. The appointee will
be the night supervisor
(3 30pm to 12 midnight)
five nights per week working with a reference librarian through mid-evening
hours with full responsibility
during late evening hours.
Duties will include: Answering reference questions,
assisting library patrons in
the use of computerized
resources, i e, the on line
public access catalog and
other electronic databases,
directing library patrons to
standard references,
supervising student employees, dosing the Waterfield Library, and other duties as assigned by the
Head of Reference Salary
$9.59 per hour. Apply at.
Human ResourCes, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. An EEO, M/F/
D, AA employer.

PART-time Administrative
Assistant position requires
minimum of high school
diploma or equivalent Ability to handle multiple projects,good telephone skills,
and bookkeeping skills required. Computer skills in
FileMaker Pro and Maosoft Office preferred. Application deadline December
1. Send resume and three
references to Vonnie HaysAdams, Adult Education
Supervisor, WKEC, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071.

EMBER Hearth fireplace
with blower $225. Knight
Heater woodburning stove,
$125. 435-4190.

COUNTER salesperson
wanted Industrial Bearing &
Farm Supplies, 1204 Johnson Blvd, Murray, KY. Send
resume or apply in person
9am-4pm Mon-Fri Attn:
Joe Roe.
DANCERS & waitresses
wanted at the New Foxy
Lady in Paris. $500 per
week For more information
contact Charlie or Jeri at
642-6177.

Shoney's Inn
1503 North 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Front Desk Position
Seeking full/part-time
people, experienced
preferred. Must be
honest with positive att tude.
No Telephone Calls
In Person

070

Domestic
& Childcare

•)ockrordrosciab.

•
Clarion
1:3, r:30

Tapes
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixleland Center

Need Furniture? Bedding?

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

LEER topper for Dodge Dakota short wheel base
truck. 474-8340.
LP GAS REFILL SPECIAL
w/ad. 20lb cyl. $4.95, 100th
cyl. $27.95. B&B Brokers,
701 So 12th. 753-4389.
MATTRESSES! Smith
Mattress Factory
(502)851-3160. Now Open
Saturdays 8am-12pm!

SANSUI amp/ am-fm radio,
$40. 2 AR- 2x speakers,
$40. Apple 2e computer,
lmagewriter I printer, software, $85. 3-Way table
lamp, $5. Antique 1920's
Remington typewriter &
case, $90. Exercise bike,
DIRTY House? Let me $35 Ph 753-9371 after 5 or
dean it for you! Senior Dis- leave message.
counts! 436-5995 before
SEE us for your barn or roof
5pm.
metal. Cut to length. CovHOUSE cleaning & com- ers 36 inches, many colors.
mercial cleaning. Call Lod Economy Metal & Supply
474-8340.
Co. 489-2722.
HOUSES & office cleaning. SMALL CHEST TYPE
436-5931
FREEZER, 5 cubic ft, good
STATE Certified home day- condition, $125. 474-8704
care. Located just outside after 5pm.
Murray on 641 N, ages 2-5 STACKED washer & dryer,
Preschool program, pro- washer needs repaired.
vider with references and Twin mattress and box
lots of experience. Call Me- springs. Gas furnace, $50
linda 759-3176
each. Nintendo with games
$25. 759-9466.
120
SUPER Nintendo, like new,
comes with box, 10 games.
Computers
$175. 767-0068.
PACKARD Bell- 60MHZ
40MB RAM, 14 monitor TRUCK Tires For Sale.
Mircrosoft Office Pro 97. New Michelin, Bridgestone,
Good Year & others. Good
767-9822.
fresh steer pull off,
11RX24.5. Gallimore
1.10
Equipment, 492-8837,
Went
Hazel, KY.
To Buy

ANTIQUES & Collectables.
1970 Calloway Yearbook.
Call 753-3633,ask for Larry
or lzetta.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

160
Home
Furnishings
42- ROUND table w/4
chairs, 2 18' extension
boards, $200. 62" Buffet,
$150. Tea cart, $25. 2 Living room arm chairs, $100
ea. All in excellent condition 436-5721.

LOOKING for Uft Chair for
large person. Call
759-2599.
WANTED riding mowers &
4-wheelers that need work.
436-2867.
151
Articles
For Sale
100LB LP Cylinders for
sale. LP GAS REFILLS.
Lowest prices in town. B&B
Brokers, 701 So. 12th.
753-4389.
12'x18' CLOTH tarpaulin
$35, T/." skill- saw $15,
front wheel car ramps $12.
753-1150.

Farm
Equipment
CULTIVATOR for FarmAll H-Tractor. Complete
set, $275. 502-753-7581.
JOHN Deere Quick Attach
loader, John Deere wheel
disc, 500 gal spray rig, 6ft
bush-hog. 492-8411.
200
Sports
Equipment
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
210

18' DISH Network digital
satellite, $199. Program
ming
$19.99/mo. SEASONED firewood. Delivered & stacked $35/rick.
753-7419.
U- Pickup $25/rick. Round
locust
post $1.50/ea,
2 STATION sewing mach
table 5'-6"Lx2'10"W $300. square locust post
Beautiful extendable cherry $3 00/ea 435-4494_
wood table w/pads, 4'9 to
11'5' w/6 chairs $500.
220
753-1112.

AMU

Keep the phone numbers you need at your fingertips wherever
you go. Clip and save this handy phone list and keep it in your
car, your office-wherever you use your cellular phonel
PERSONAL NUMBERS

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Murray Police Dept
733-1621
Murray Fire Dept.........211(762-0320)
MSU Public Safety
762-2222

Cal. Co Sheriff
753-3151
Cal. Co. Fire & Rescue
753-6952
KSP
800-222-5555

SPONSORS
Coldwell Banker
414 So.-12th St.
BHB Firearms
1304K Chestnut- Dixieland
Have Mop WM Travel
615 A-3 Southside Shp. CV
Movie World
626 N. 12th St.
Bradley Book Co
Discount College Textbooks
1303 Chestnut St.

753-1651

McClard's Towing
207 S. 7th St

733-9132

767-9744
Ctr.

Victors
1301 Main St.

753-7715

759-4222

Flower Basket
6091/2 S. 4th St.

753-9514

753-7670

Ledger I limes
1001 Whittlel, Ave

753-1916

753-6767

BS Rentals

75.4696

Bargain
Bonn Center
Nov. 10th thru
Nov.30th
Sale Days!
Unbelievable
savings
on
all
homes in stock during this fantastic
sale! These homes
must go! Our loss
your gain!
Free delivery & setup and central air
on all new homes!
Low interest rates
long terms
and
available!
Absolutely no better time
to buy than now!
Credit Problems?
Don't despair - give
me a call, even if
you've already been
turned down! Ask
for Linda.

Bargain
Borne Center
1600 Hwy 641
South

Mobilo
Homes For flab

Bank Repos!
Pre-Owned
Homes!
1996 Buccaneer
16x80 Like New!
$500 Down,$251 mo.
1994 Buccaneer
14x70 2 Br 2 Bath
$500 Down, $204 mo.

ALL Steel Buildings, 40X36
lAuskal
was $6,370 now $4,390,
50X90 was $18,660 now FOR sale, 5pc drum set,
$10,590. Other sizes avail- $500 Ph 759-0513 after
able.
Chuck 5pm
1-800-320-2340.
KIMBALL ORGAN VERY
ANTIQUE white wedding GOOD CONDITION
dress, train, & veil. Laced GOOD FOR CHURCH OR
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo. HOME $500 OBO
Worn one time only. ‘492-8514
759-9824 after 4:00.
2.10
ATTENTION Collectors!
Precious Moments &
Mecolleneous
Dreamsicle figurines
COMPUTER desk & office
502-489-2344
desk. 753-8531.
BASSETT solid wood with GUARANTEED Genuine
glass tops, end tables and Indian Artifacts for sale.
coffee table. Good condi- 759-0543 Serious callers
tion, $250/all. 474-8704 af- only please
ter 5pm or leave message
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
has a great selection at
Decades Ago antique store
in Hazel. We also appraise
6 buy coins IL paper money
753-4161.
DOLL Collectors- Doll
wicker baby carriage from
the Hamilton Collection"Rebecca' by Jennifer
Esteban- 164 • tall- Never
taken out of box. Call
759-5708.

1991 Fleetwood
14x70 3 Br
$700 Down, $171 mo.

1 ACRE lot with 2 mobile
horns hook-ups.
7671436 or 75O4.

38R, 2 bath doublevade,
less than 1y old Ewa
DORM REFRIGERATOR, nisi) Owner will help with
LIKE NEW $75 474 8704 financing 767 9435 or
759 0404
after 5pm
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RENT
2 bad
Park
753-91

1988 North River
14x70 2 Br 2 Bath
$750 Down,$183 mo.
1993 Fleetwood 16x80
$12,000 cash or
dealer financed!

'4 Al
Murra

'93 Silhouette 16x80
'93 Buccaneer 16x80
'87 Sunbelt 14x70

Bargain
Boma Center
Hwy 641 South

Paris, TN
901-644-1176

(across from UPS)

Paris, TN
901-644-1176

OFFII
Walni
753-8

-Need ExtraCash?
-Run a Classified.-

PL:usends "CALORAD"

if7ellos

Fee! Great!
1 TBS, Before Sleep With Water Burn Fat While You Sleep!

Call 1-888-828-THIN
or Fax 901-423-9233
Need Distributors in This Area

If
ge

DRIVERS OTR
Fortune 100 Cmnpany

ar
fit
th

hpandiug Dedicated Fleet
Mayfield, Murray, Fulton, KV
Union City area drkers with minimum of
100,000 mi. T/T, COL + 11 with excellent
work history.
*Odometer Miles *11111 weekly
*Excellent Benefit Package *Nlust run legal
Call TEE Inc. for details
800-238-3671 W-F (1E0E)

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Murray KY division of a Fortune 200 Company
has a hands on opportunity for a production
supervisor with the following minimum qualifications: BS Degree in'Food Science with 3-5 years
experience in a manufacturing environment or
Occupational Safety and Health Degree with
experience in Production Supervision. Experience
should be in a computerized environment. Must
have good written and oral communication skins
and be team focused. Resumes including- salary
history to:
Ryan Foods P.O. Box 1175, Murray
KY, 42071 Attn: Carolyn Greenfield
FOEJAAP

Automotive
Salepersons
Peppers Chevrolet - Olds - Cadillac - Toyota is searching for
career Automotive Salespersons
(women and men) to sell at our
store.
You need not be experienced in
automotive sales, just be willing to
learn.
We offer the successful salesperson an attractive income, company paid hospitalization insurance, 401k retirement plan, paid,
vacations, and much more.
Apply in person at Peppers
Chevrolet - Olds - Cadillac
Toyota,2420 East Wood St Paris.
TN Phone applications will not be
accepted

1
"rirr-r

2BR p
heat,
paid.
753-131

FUR
1995 Fleetwood
16x80 $900 Down
$219 mo. - new
Stove, refrig. & air!

(across for UPS)

Open 7 Days!

2BR 1
stove,
condil
ing.
No pt

Firewood
FIREWOOD by truck load.
Will deliver. 767-9822.

MOM\ir

Mobilo
Homo* For Salo

190

Forthe best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture

GAS heating stove.
759-4768.

CLEAN-UP after new construction. Commercial
and residential. Experienced and references
Phone Valerie 436-5914,
Bonnie 436-2725.

ANTIQUES- piece or estates. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418.
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Business
Rentals

VERY nice 1493sq It, 3br, 2
baths, stone foundation,
covered porch, rear deck,
heat pump on a beautiful 1
acre lot off 641 N approx 7
miles from Murray This
new home is ready to move
into for only $7990000
Call Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc. 1-800-642-4891 or
Gary Ahart 502-437-4838.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
At Size Units
Available

753-3853

DS!

ler
1W!
1 mo.

ter
Bath
Imo,

)own
new
I, air!

ocl

1 mo.

Iver
Bath
3 MO.

16x80

Or

d!

I6x80
6x80

Apartment.
For Rent
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

Mobile
Hems For Rent
2BR 12X60 A acre with
stove, refrigerator, airconditioner, storage building. $225/mo plus deposit.
No pet. 437-4386.

1BR cottage Rent based
on income 2 blocks to
MSU Equal Housing Opportunity 436 5685

2BR private lot, central gas
heat, water & trash pickup
paid Deposit required
753-0871

1BR Diugusd Or, new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR furnished apartment
$225/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-3139

2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
RENT to own • 14X80, 2br,
central
h/a, appliances
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
furnished, w/d hookup,
Park. Coleman RE,
$475/mo, lyr lease, 1
753-9898
month deposit No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536
2R5
Mobil.
28R, 2 full & 2 half bath
Home Lots For Rent
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
A ACRE 34 rraies from stove, dishwasher & whole
Murray. $75/mo 753-6012 house vac Carport & patio
Separate 20'X30' storage
3110
building $575/mo $575 deBusiness
posit No pets References
Rentals
753-3018 leave message
please

4x 70

641 Storage

iter

Available

iuth
UPS)

753-5585

2BR Duplex, all appliances
furnished & extras. Gas
heat & central air, cablevision, plenty of parking. Call
753-3966 night or
753-7435 day Deposit &
6mo lease required.

All Sizes

2BR, duplex central h/a,
OFFICE space for lease, stove, refrigerator, disWalnut Maze, 104 N 5th St hwasher, w/d hook-up Col753-8302 or 753-9621
eman RE 753-9898

76

10x15 Storage Units

753-3571

2BR duplex (downstairs)
Lease required No pets
Water & garbage paid Located at 113 S 13th
$385/mo plus $385 deposit 753-6001

VERY nice 2br, Vh baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer. $500/mo, tyr lease,
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

46 5 ACRES of cleared
level land in growing part of
county. Five miles from
Murray on Old Murray Paris
Road with paved road frontage Could be gentlemen's
farm or subdivision Call
Renee at Caldwell Banker
Woods and Associates
753-1651.

403 NORTHWOOD, 2br
duplex Appliances furnished No pets Available
Nov 1 435-4294
AVAILABLE Nov 1st, IA
blocks from campus 1 or
2br apt, $250/dep
$250/rent Some pets okay.
753-4249 leave message
EXTRA large duplex in nice
area. Central gas HVAC,
utility room, dishwasher,
etc. Lease & deposit No
pets. $450/mo. 759-1087,
altar 5pm.
EXTRA nice 2br with
washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator & dishwasher. 11
Miles from Murray at Farmington_ Central h/a, carpet. Deposit, no pets,
$390/mo. 762-4483 8-4,
345-2748 after 5.
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
central h/a, all appliances
included, #375/mo, tyr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. Call 753-2905 or
753-7536.
FOR LEASE, beginning
early November in Sherry
Lane Apartments ($495)
and beginning late November in Chestnut Street
fourplex ($485). Both are 2
bedroom, 1 bath with appliances and will be freshly
cleaned and painted. Convenient parking. No pets.
Accepbng applications at
Grey's Properties.
759-2001 Ask for Lynda or
Travers.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westiy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income_ 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.

NEW duplex in private residential area Very secure.
Call 759-1087.

4th St. & Sycamore E.

r -

Real
Estate

LARGE 2br duplex, IA
baths, 1142sq ft of living
space Refrig , stove,
microwave, dishwasher,
w/d, central gas heat & air,
deck, garage. No pets,
lease & deposit, $550/mo.
436-2113

C-Storage

otkp
Pups

Apartments
For Rena

2BR upstairs apt. 4 miles
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296

NICE 1-2 & 31x apts or

3-4br house w/washer &
ii,,,x_ssssssssssi,msa
(Next to Cunningham Auto Repair)

i

Esquire Investment
Properties
If you have ever thought about
getting into rental properties.
...NOW IS THE TIME!All properties
are to be sold with a positive cash
flow. Most are currently leased
thru May 1998.
Call 759-4696
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

0

dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE lbr, located next to
MSU. Some utilities paid,
deposit required.
753-8756
NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances. Deposit. Lease.
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo. 753-7457.
NICE- VACANT 2br, 1 bath
duplex Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

Rooms
Far Real
2BR with kitchen & washer/
dryer privileges_ 759-0873

ALL American Financial
Services, Inc. Taking applications for Home Loans,
room
SLEEPING
2nd mortgages & Refi$150/mo Coleman RE, nance. A,B,C,D credit,
753-9898
Bankruptcy, Judgementsstill apply with us!! No Cost
to see if what we can do!!!
Mums
104 N 5th, Suite 204, MurFer Rest
Kentucky.
ray.
or
2-3BR, gas heat with stove 502-759-8010
& refrigerator. References, 502-759-8020. Or call toll
$425/mo plus deposit. No free 888-470-0422.
pets. 753-8981.
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
2BR, 1 bath, central air, gas Wooded acres,5 minutes
heat, washer & dryer, near from Kentucky Lake. Maold city park. 489-2354, af- ture trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murter Bern.
ray, $40,000 firm. Will not
2BR, 1 bath. Partially furn- divide. Serious inquiries
ished. Washer & dryer in- only please. Call 474-8704
cluded. Storage shed. after 5pm or leave
Available immediately. No message.
pets. $300/mo, $200 deposit. Lease required. KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
759-5251.
homes-all price ranges. If
2BR, 3 miles from town. you are thinking of selling$350/mo plus deposit. contact one of our courte753-0724.
ous and professional
2BR, appliances, central agents at 753-1222 or stop
gas. NO PETS! 1 mile past by office at 711 Main St.
Graves Co line on Hwy 121 LAND For Sale $2200 an
N. References, lease & de- acre North of Murray.
posit required. $300. Won't lasts' 767-9435 or
489-2440.
759-0404
2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in NEW brick duplex in CamMurray. Lease & deposit bridge. All city utilities, lots
required. Equal Housing of extras. Call 753-3966
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC night, 753-7435 day.
certificates accepted.
753-4109.
435
Lake
2BR unfurnished house on
641 South of Hazel. Gas
Property
heat. $350/mo. $150 depo24X24 UNFINISHED cabin
sit. References. Call
near KY Lake $9,000 ne753-4797.
gotiable 615 741 8728
3-4BR brick home on quiet
3 STORY A-FRAME on
dead-end street near MSU.
Stove, refrigerator & dis- Kentucky Lake. 2/3 Bedhwasher furnished. New room, 1 bath, apprx 1600sq
Pt, 24x30 detached 2 car
carpet, vinyl & paint.
garage, 24x32 carport,
$550/mo. Call 436-5917.
8x10 shed, all on apprx 1
3BR, 2 bath, large yard, acre of ground. 3 Decks
washer & dryer hookup. with view of lake, lake ac$350/mo, $200 deposit. cess with private boat ramp
Move in today at $450. or public boat ramp nearby.
767-0172.
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray. $95,000. Serious in3BR brick, central h/a, quiries only. Shown
by apHazel. Coleman RE
pointment. Call 474-8704
753-9898.
after 5pm, or leave
3BR house, Dexter. message
$225/mo. 1yr lease. No
DOUBLE lot with new seppets. Deposit. 753-4937.
tic system, ready for home
4BR, 2 bath house 5 miles or trailer. Located in lake
north, newly redecorated, front subdivision with pricentral h/a, $530/mo. 12 vate boat ramp $9,900
month lease. No pets. De- firm. 759-4696.
posit. 753-4937, 436-2741
TWO beautiful waterview
a-2BR, 1 bath. Carport with lots located in Cedarling
attached storage shed. lbr Hills Subdivision. Restricwith outside enterance. tions. Municipal water, boat
Available immediately. No launch area for residents.
pets. $275/mo. $200 depo- Priced at $16,500. Contact
sit Lease required. Rich at Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for additional in759-5251.
formation on MLSO
3000960.
360

For Rant
Or Lease

II Of
Hutt

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.

legal

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.

SALE!
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FOR Rent: 2 acre lot for
horses $50/mo. 753-8251

Largest Selection of
Handmade or Machine
Made in 100 Miles

HAY- Orchard, Timothy,
Clover, Fesque mix 66
large round bales.
753-5940, 436-5946

%,14 flE
4=104211;',...

Carpet Selection System

FACTORY SPONSORED SALE •SUBJECT TO STOCK

••••• •••••••

REGISTERED Tennessee
Walking Horse, gelding
759-9835.

.120
Has.
Wine

our
(No Prior Sales Included)
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12 or 15 Feet Wide
Style: Vanity
INCLUDES A PAD

ilesom-

$999

SUr-

PARIS, TN
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Per Sq. Yd..

New Wal-Mart
Super Center
901-641-0095
10-6 Mon.-Wed.
10-8 Thur.-Sat.

CLARKSVILLE, TN PURYEAR,TN
Across from
Governor's Mall,
Behind Wendy's
615-552-8787
9-5 Mon.-Sat.

1/2 mi. S. of Haiel, KY
14 ml. N. of Paris
901-498-8161
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 9-4:30

VINYL.. CERAMIC TILE...HARDWOOD...LAMINATE

•••

ATTN• Homeowners. Borrow $25,000-$100,000
Too many bills' Pay oft
high interest credit cards
Home Improvements
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval No Equity Capital
Call Platinum Capital
(800)523-5363/ Open 7
Days
44o

Real
Estate
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

wWW.

WIW

•

sAtieten

WOODS& ASSOCIATES
414 So. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-1651
OWNER will help finance
2,000 square feet_ Like new
brick home Outstanding
neighborhood. Asking
$122,000 Call 759-5499

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

1989 CHEVY Beretta GT,
power wd, dl, and sunroof,
$1200 obo 767-0172

A&A Lamb Brothers Corn
pieta Lawn Care Mowing
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb 436-5791

APPUANCE REPAIR MI
brands, Kenmore 30,
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

ADAM'S Homo Improvements. Call now for your
last minute heeds for the
HOUDAYS. Repairs Remodeling. Roofing Con
crele etc Inside or Out
No Job Too Small
759-9906

BACKHOE Service- smaN
Jobs driveways, box blade,
rottertiling snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

1989 TOYOTA Camry wa
gon, excellent condition,
V6, all power, a/c new
battery, tires & muffler
Book value $4325, asking
$3800 753-6487 after
3pm
1990 DODGE Dynasty
759-3484
1990 NISSAN 300ZX, immaculate performance
sports car Call Steve at
753-8531
1990 PONTIAC LeMans
78,XXX miles $2500 obo
436-2362
1991 BMW 318i convertible Red. Low miles
Brakes, top. Excellent Always garaged. Also, 89
Mercedes 190E Tan.
$ 6 ,6 50
0 B0
(901)983-2528.
1991 MERCURY Cougar,
dark gray, 82,XXX miles
$4700 753-7421
1994 MAZDA 626, white,
loaded 753-1078
1994 PONTIAC Grand Am,
red 2 door, 49xxx, $9000
759-0519

PRICE REDUCED TO
SELL!
GREAT 1995 MERCURY Tracer,
LOCATION- 804 S. 16th St. black, 4dr, aluminum
105X250 beautiful wooded wheels, factory tint, sport
lot. 2,850 sq ft (with possi- package, 40,XXX miles,
bilities for more). Bonus $6300 753-5500 ask for
room up- 40X12 walk-in Scott.
attic. 3br, 21
/
4 bath, 6 1995 PLYMOUTH Acclaim,
closets, 10 rooms, central white, V6 automatic, a/c,
H/AC, LR, Dine, den - tilt, tape, & cruise, excellent
kitchen combo with ap- condition. $5800. 753-6332
pliances, fireplace, drapes, evenings.
shutters, utility with cabs,
sun-room, patio & 2 car 1996 CHEVROLET Corattached garage Call sica, only 6xxx miles. Must
see Call 759-4044 Price
759-0700.
$8,000
READY to move in! New 3
large bedrooms in Mathis AUTO LOANS. Wheeler
Farms Subdivision on 1 McClain r3r-cl will arrange
acre lot. Large LR with gas financing even if you have
log fireplace, hardwood been turned down before.
foyer, pantry, mud room, Loans available for 1st time
ceiling fans throughout,oak buyers, bad credit, repo's,
cabinets, 2 car garage, or bankruptcy. Call Kenny,
large covered deck & patio, 2 4 7 - 9 30 0
or
natural gas central h/a. 800-874-0256.
489-2671, after 5pm.
REDUCED! MUST SELL!!
New 3br, 2 bath brick, 2 car
garage, ceramic tile, covered front porch, wood
deck, concrete drive, natural gas, city water, cable.
1+ acre approx. 5 miles
north of Murray. 759-0892.
VERY nice 1493sq It, 3br, 2
baths, stone foundation,
covered porch, rear deck,
heat pump on a beautiful 1
acre lot off 641 N. approx. 7
miles from Murray. This
new home is ready to move
into for only $79,900.00.
Call Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc. 1-800-642-4891 or
Gary Ahart 502-437-4838.
WHY live with the contractor's color choices for the
house you will live in Buy
now and have the colors
you & your family desire
This is a 3br, 2 bath formal
dr, family room & eat-in
kitchen located in a fast
growing subdivision. Must
hurry before these decisions have to be made. Call
559-2175 or 753-1500 or
drop by Nancy Drive in
Preston Heights.

lastoreysies

2BR, 1 bath A-frame, con
tral h/a, close to lake
$32,000 492-8396

1995 BLASTER, good condition, $1600 obo
759-3020

CIL,utility
Year**
1980 BRONCO 4X4, 6 cy
finder, 4 speed, good condo
bon, asking $1700 obo
437-4339 after 2pn4
1992 BLAZER, 4dr, Vortec
engine, $9500 obo
759-9404 after 5pm.

1993 FORD Bronco 4x4,
black, loaded, all power,
73,XXX miles, nice with
new tires & brakes.
$13,500 obo. Call
BY Owner: 3br, 14 bath,
759-1429, 492-8899. after
newly remodeled, vinyl sid6pm.
ing, central air & gas heat,
ceiling fans, all new ap- 1994 GEO Tracker, black,
pliances, oak kitchen ca- 5sp, soft top, 261< $5,995
binets Upper $50'5
759-4100 after 5pm
753-5592
1995 S-10 BLAZER LS,
BY Owner 3br brick, 1 35,XXX miles, 4dr, 4X4.
bath, matching brick on $18,900. 759-4674, after
storage building, 1 5 acre 5pm
lot, great location with
shade trees Immediate
490
possession 489-2756
Used
BY Owner 3br, 1A baths,
Cars
2700 sq ft under roof 2
1982 TRANS Am 1st yea
miles from Murray
new body style, good con
753-0444
dibon new upholstery, new
BY Owner Reduced below wheels, new tires. new
market value, custom built shocks/ struts, good paint
bock. 3br, 2 bath, deluxe 492-8873
interior, 106 Williams (3
blocks to MSU) 767 0895 1984 CORVETTE, one
owner, clean inside & out
PRICE REDUCED' Can- 46,XXX 492-6230
terbury, 1523 Beckett Dr
Approximately 2600sq ft 1984 MONTE Carlo, V6,
166,XXX - miles, needs
plus 2 car garage
$139,900 759 4801 or some interior work, new
753-1152 work
tires, tinted windows. $950
obo 767 9771
NEW brick home on circle
drive in Benton 2000sq
1988 HONDA LXI, loaded,
p/w Just broke in at
31), 2 baths double garage. concrete driveways 8 107xxx miles extra clean
sidewalks, $110,000 great gas mileage only
502 527 7607
$4,000 901 644-9306

3BR, 2 bath, double garage. Built in 1996 Must
sell Call 753-2577.

GREAT CHRISTMAS
GIFTS.

COLDuseu.

470

3BR, VA bath on large lot
near hospital, central h/a,
patio, sunporch, basement
with living quarters
753-0076.
3BR, 2 bath, 3775 sq ft,
large bonus room, 2 car
garage & 30X40 shop, on 3
or 8 acres. 753-3078.

Urestock
Supplies

NEAR CITY PARK
Well maintained 3-4
bedroom home located
near city part. Pnced to
sell at $73,000.
ALL THAT RENT
MONEY!
Stop kissing it goodbye!
Say hello to ownership.
This neat 3 bedroom
home in the 50's is calling you. Answer hack at
753-1651.
INVEST IN THE
FUTURE
Bnck three or four unit
budding, could be your
ticket to the future. Rental income will cover
mortgage. Call today for
your personal showing.

530

Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

Homes
For Sae

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

'190

Master-

Aso

3 BEDROOM, 1 bath brick
home, 94 E 2 miles from
Murray. Den, fireplace.
$58,500. 759-1824.

ray
ield
Visa

/. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

AKC Registered miniature
Dachshund puppies. Red,
short haired. Very small.
$200. 753-8506

MINIATURE PINSCHER.
Show Breeder has 3 beaut
iful pets that need small.
fenced yard and loving
home, $200 each.
901-593-0061.

You.

530

z90

Apartments
For Rent

320

2,30

Phi

320

320

Mobilo
Homo, For Sale
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 436-2113

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, funk cleanup.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fenang, concrete & ma
sonry And home repairs
Free estimates 753-8007,
Elite Building

BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, dead limbs,
trimming 759-5353 leave
message

CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANED by Certified Technicians with
MURRAY CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
7534300 Anytime for Free
Estimates!

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489 2214

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

ALL types of work. Gutters,
brush clearing, tree trimming, removal, home repairs, hauling, etc. City &
county. 753-2092

CHIN Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service, 10% senior discounts 435-4006

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-7E7-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
COMPUTER Repair Training. Programming &
Web Design Call Justin
Crosser, 759-8662.

etaim yams/ tow °
121 Park 9 Sell
"Sales Have Been Good"
Need Cars, Trucks, Boats,
Campers & Etc.

Vats

Phone 753-3985
ask for Reggie

1982 FORD E-100 Van.
Long wheel base, 5L V-8
engine, a/c, very reliable,
new tires & muffler, $1600.
753-6487 after 3pm

-

1992 FORD Aerostar,
97,XXX mires, f/b air, am/
fm cassette $6800
767-0734

"

Guaranteed Auto Loans
*
*
*
*
*

1970 CHEVY p/u, 50,XXX
miles on drive train, $1700.
436-2578
1979 FORD F-350 Bucket
Truck, 40f1 boom, utility
bed, runs great $5,000
firm 753-6490

"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Offs
Bad Credit
* Tax Liens
No Credit
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
Repossessions
* Medical Bills
* Divorced
Slow Pays
WE CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 - Call Shawn
Or

24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You'

1979 SILVERADO with
topper, $1000 753-0260
1986 DODGE Ram Charger LE, 4wd, 318 auto, with
air, new tires $3700
759-1457

Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lots

1988 CHEVY 4X4 Priced
to sell. 767-9435,
759-0404.

Located on corner or Johnny Robertson
Rd. & Squire Rd., Murray, Ky.
Lots for 1500 sq. ft. homes or larger. All city
utilities within 1 mile of city limits. Lots starting
at 515,000 & up. Curbed & payed streets. For
more info call: '
p.m.-9
psnirj
\
753-99 • 7-4 p.m, 759-1828 • 5 a
p.m. or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

1990 FORD F-150 4X4,
29,XXX miles on rebuilt engine, very good condition,
%7500 436 5210. if no answer leave message
1993 CHEVY Cheynne, air,
p/s, p/b. Priced to sell
767-9435, 759-0404

11•24.11MMINIK

r

1995 GMC Jimmy, 2dr,
2wd, 4 3 L V6 Vortec, black
with black interior, 40,XXX
miles $14,500 neg. Call
759-0203.
1995 RANGER 4X2 Super
Cab, 4.0 Liter V-6, 5sp
overdrive, 27,XXX origiral
miles, extra options
$11,500. 436-2237.

- A Wonderful Address I/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 888-673-0040

1996 CHEVROLET 1500
Z71 4 X4 pick-up,
burgundy. driftwood, 3rd
door, tan leather, 231<
miles, loaded $23,500
Call 753-6344 after 5pm

Locatton

ç''Deer Creek Estates

FOR sale or trade, 36ft
Gibson houseboat, dean
and 184 ft Capin bass
boat. 175hp Mem Best ofPer 436-2345

Doran Road South off 16th Street. Big lots
- single, duplex, triplex and 4 plex lots
starting at $15,000.00.
Clarence Goforth - Owner
Call (502) 492-6168 or (502) 436-5753
Non-Congested Area
BEST LOCATION IN
Locahon CALLOWAY COUNTY tocatIon

530
Services
Meted
3 D DOZING, backhoe
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502 437 4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying.hedge trimming, land
soaping mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured Full line of equip
ment Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436•5 74 4,
I-800-518-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tee spraying serving Murray. Calloway County since 1900
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

Locaton

Appraisals One
Of Kentucky

El

El

•
Charm ( riesch) Urr.a
rffn fted ppreffinr

P.O. Box 1 694
Ky 42071

Murray,

_
a

Phone/Four:(502) 759-5708
Residential • Commercial
Divorces • Estates

API`

•

9

••

t • -".•••
•

530

..:ONCRETE RESURFAC.NG SYSTEMS! Don't tear
mit your old concrete, reurtace it into a decorative
,roduct such as brick payits, cobblestone or tile.
''ree estimates by
Schroeder Construction
'67-9822.

530

531

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

•

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical.
489-2832.

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
753-7860.

530

Sontlesi
Offered

Services
Offered

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
WALTERS Contracting.
backhoe work, septic sys- DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- Free Estimates. Guarantems, 354-8161 after 4pm, vices. 'Cleaning vinyl sid- teed Quality Work.
Horace Sholar.
ing, homes, mobile homes, Licensed & Insured. Over
boats, brick driveways, 20 years experience. Roofparking lots, all exterior ing, additions, vinyl siding,
cleaning, acid cleaning decks, remodeling..Call
available. David Borders, 753-2592.
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phons-502-759-4734, WEST KY Lawn Care. Fertilizing, liming, aerating,
Cellular 502-853-1108.
mulching, landscaping.
Vinyl Siding • Roofing •
ELECTRICIAN- R&R Trim shrubs, hauling, leaf
ELECTRIC. New construc- clean-up, gutter cleaning.
Formica • Concrete Patios
tion, rewiring, mobile home For Free Estimate call
• Sidewalks • Driveways
hookups, electrical mainte- 753-9048, leave message.
• Barns • Tobacco • Stock
nance and repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001, WOOD VCR- repairing
Porns • House Framing & Finish
VCR's, Microwaves. Free
cell/ 519-1592.
estimates. Authorized
HARDWOOD FLOOR in- dealer for 18-inch Digital
stallation and finishing
Satellite & Dish Network
Custom design. Affordable Free into. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
rates. 753-7860.
753-0530.
Ti Di,
j Wall.Plumbing 'Electrical Repairs
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAMB Brothers Moving FREE to good country
Contractors cross country home: 3 small- medium
or local. Licensed & In- size outside dogs. 2 males,
sured. Luke Lamb 1 female. Light brown.
502-436-5950.
These dogs were drop-offs
EI) WALKER
759-0337
LAWN Care. Mowing, at our house & have been
Over 20 years experience
mulching, hedge trimming, well cared for. They need a
fertilizing, leaves. Respon- good loving country home.
Sivciali/ing in Bathroom Repairs
sible & dependable. Call 753-5184.
Terry Joe, 753-4679.

f_____Stan Meadows
Construction

1

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOCIDWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

IJ

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4aa suNauFee

F2

NEED A HEIENG HAND???
let

HANDY HANDS

I Nick's

do the work!
r
i icide C
1--

ot'"

No Job's Too Small

:3
I Call

Nick at (502) 767-0728
Murray, Kentucky

References Available

'ALL IN ONE N
Commercial &
Residential Work
•
•
•
•

We install truck scales
Build pole barns
Construct metal buildings
All other construction jobs

753-2627
Mark

753-3078 z

LEAF RAKING & extras.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
436-2102, ask for Joseph
Lamb.
LEAF Ralung & Odd Jobs.
Dependable college students 759-5294
NEED A NEW ROOF or
improving the look of your
home? Gutters, siding &
small repairs are our specialty. Free estimates available by Schroeder Construcbon 767-9822.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
ROOFING- New roots,
tearotts, retools. Free estimates. 437-4718.
ROOFING shingles installed on straight roof, 6
and under pitch overlay,
$20 00 square plus materials, 22yrs experience.
Winters near! 753-1002.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
ne of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

stu7R5R
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mb Brothers

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

Tree Service

492-8723

The

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Nov. 19, 1997:
The extra effort you put in to your
professional image and work pays
offin a big way. Balancing work and
home life takes talent. Extra earnings or a budgetary revamping could
help you in the long run as well.
Keep communicationsflowing.Ifyou
are single, you could easily become
starry-eyed this year.Take your time
getting to know potential suitors. If
attached, bring your mate more into
your professional life. Work, and
make special time for the two of you.
LEO brings out the best in you.

50.2-4316-574.4
.111.-800-548-5.20.2

Tree Trimming
Cleanup SPrvice
Full Line of
Equipment

LICENSED ft INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service
I.
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree A Sallow
Removal

r

— Need Extra
Cash?
Run a Classified. —

Clinic fund honors
Jessie Outland
The Women's Survival Center of
Pontiac, Michigan, has announced
the establishment of the Jessie Hale
Outland Endowment Fund, as part
of their 1997 20th anniversary
celebration. The endowment is
named in honor of the late Jessie
Outland, who was a life long resident of Murray, until her death in
1970.
The announcement was made at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Dearborn,
Michigan, by Cynthia FreelandSymington, who is the great-granddaughter of Jessie Hale Outland.
The 200 assembled guests included
Sen. Gary Peters,Rep.Hubert Price,
The Honorable Edward Sosnick and
The Honorable Joan Young. Also in
attendance was Aimee Freeland-

Symington, of Charlotte, N.C. who
is the great-great-granddaughter of
Mrs. Outland.
As chairperson of the Oct. 18
Sweetest Day Ball at the Ritz event,
Freeland-Symington spoke of her
great-grandmother as having been
an honorable and hard-working woman from Murray.She also said that
Jessie, like many of our foremothers, lived her life with pride
and strength, despite times of
adversity.
The Jessie Hale Outland Endowment Fund will be used to provide
funding for future programs of the
Women's Survival Center. Last
year, the Center provided services
for 460 children, and over 7,000
individuals.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** The force is with you,or so
it feels. Use this thought and creativity to empower yourself. There
are no problems, only solutions, for
you to find. Bosses are in awe ofyour
deductive ability and detachment.
Go for that trip or seminar. Tonight:
Events surprise you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** When at work, your concerns are at home. You might be
ready to invest more money into the
quality of life you love so much.
Another is ready to give you what
you want, financially or emotionally. Discussions are animated and
surprising. Tonight: You are happiest at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Dress up your words in
charming clothes,so that others can
hear your message. Your sensitivity
can make the difference between
success and failure. A partner needs
your nurturing guidance. You make
quite the duo! The unexpected jolts
you. Tonight: Enjoy the fireworks.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** With an associate, you conjure up incredible ideas; whether
they will work is the question. Use
special caution with finances, understanding that you have limited
control. Restructuring work and
daily routine might be right up your.
alley. Tonight: Pay bills.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Whether you work from
home or not, decisions about work
are likely. Maybe it is time to redecorate or even create a home office.
Your creative engines aren't always
on call; often, great ideas pop up at
home, when you are relaxed. Tonight: All is possible.
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BORN TODAY
Actress-directorJodie Foster(1962),
designer Calvin Klein(1942), media
mogul Ted Turner(1938)
* **

Store Hours:

SUPER Selection
SUPER Service
SUPER Prices
SUPER Size

9:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
12:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Sunday

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take a back seat when you
need to. What you hear might start
those inventive, creative energies
going. You might be firing up a flirtation; think before you leap. Your
family supports you in a decision. Be
flexible at work;the unexpected can
occur. Tonight: Be mysterious.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Aim for the bull's-eye, and
you will succeed. Friends gather
around you. Multiple ideas stimulate your imagination. Be willing to
invest more into your home life. A
loved one provides comic relief. Let
go, and release tension with laughter. Tonight: Zero in on desires.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take the lead at the work. Be
imaginative and direct. If you want
to be in the limelight,now is the time
to shine and show your stuff. Financial backing is instrumental. You
might need to rework figures here. A
family member creates an uproar.
Tonight: Put in extra hours.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Use your imagination, to
put yourself in another's position.
You amaze others with your vision,
solutions and empathy. A potential
surprise trip or change of plans is on
the horizon. Don't fight the inevitable!You get what you wantthrough
the back door. Tonight: Jump
through hoops!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Saying yes to a partner is
easier than fighting. But be realistic
about your financial limits.Instincts
are right on about another's motivations. Don't do anything halfway!
Perhaps you have been rigid;release
preconceived points ofview.Tonight:
Someone thanks you,and you like it!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You find others daring. You
have no problem with this at all; you
like to see others express themselves.
Friends rally behind you and support a sought-after special cause.
You can have it your way! A partner
might be jolted by your
unpredictability. Tonight: Things
could get wild!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***Cruise into work,keeping goals
in mind. Detach, and gain a more
spiritual point of view. Ask questions,and find other sources ofinformation. Open doors for yourself and
others. A boss reverses his position
in your favor. Let newness in. Tonight: Accept that foot massage!

SUPER DOLLA% STORES
Low Prices and So Much More!

6
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COME CELEBRATE AND SAVE!
928 SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY
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** FRED'S * . ,
.
Is America's Hometown Store!.
-r

* We Are Committed To You, *
* *THE CUSTOMER.*
0
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COMING SOON

* OUR Pit_DGETtYK *

"At Fred's, we're committed to fast, friendly service, and low prices on your favorite products."
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iness Relationships" at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Luther Robertson.
Forty years ago
A 6.4 inch rain during the past
two days has caused considerable
damage in Murray and Calloway
County, and a lot of inconvenience to many citizens. About 12
families were evacuated in the
area east of the railroad because
of the high water.
Recent births at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John McKendree and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Kirks.
In high school basketball
games, Lowes Blue Devils beat
Lynn Grove Wildcats, South
Mmshall Rebels beat Almo Warrion, and Hazel Lions beat Farmington Wildcats. High team
scorers were Bone and Courtney
for Lowes, Rodney Warren for
Lynn Grove, Morgan and Mathis
for South Marshall, Lamb for
Almo, Danny Duncan for Hazel,
and Smith for Farmington.
Fifty years ago
Murray will usher in the
Christmas season on Nov. 25. A
parade will begin at 6:30 p.m.
featuring the Murray High School
and Murray State College Bands
and Santa Claus.
Lt. (jg) Joe Pat Trevathan of
U.S. Maritime Service of Norfolk, Va., has been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Galen Trevathan and family.
The Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall is pastor of Hazel Baptist
Church.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 18, the 322nd day of 1997. There are 43
days left in the year.
In 1949, Jackie Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers was named the
National League's Most Valuable Player.
In 1966, U.S. Roman Catholic bishops did away with the rule
against eating meat on Fridays.
In 1969, financier-diplomat Joseph P. Kennedy died in Hyannis
Port, Mass., at age 81.
In 1976, Spain's parliament approved a bill to establish a democracy after 37 years of dictatorship.
In 1978, California Rep. Leo J. Ryan and four other people were
killed in Jonestown, Guyana, by members of the Peoples Temple. The
killings were followed by a night of mass murder and suicide by 912
cult members.
In 1991, Shiite Muslim kidnappers in Lebanon freed Anglican
Church envoy Terry Waite and educator Thomas Sutherland.
Ten years ago: The congressional Iran-Contra committees issued
their final report, saying President Reagan bore "ultimate responsibility" for wrongdoing by his aides. Thirty-one people died in a fire at
King's Cross, London's busiest subway station. CBS Inc. announced it
had agreed to sell its records division to Sony Corp. for about $2
billion.
Five years ago: President-elect Clinton began a two-day whirlwind
visit to the nation's capital by meeting with President Bush.
One year ago: Onetime CIA station chief Harold J. Nicholson was
charged with selling top secrets to the Russians for more than
$120,000. (Nicholson later pleaded guilty to espionage and was sentenced to 23% years in prison. He was spared a life sentence for
cooperating with investigators.)
Today's Birthdays: Actress-comedian Imogene Coca is 89. Former
astronaut Alan Shepard is 74. Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, is 74. Singer Hank Ballard is 61. Actress Brenda Vaccaro is 58. Actress Linda
Evans is 55. Actress Susan Sullivan is 53. Country singer Jacky Ward
is 51. Actor Jameson Parker is 50. Actress-singer Andrea Marcovicci
is 49. Rock musician Herman Rarebell (The Scorpions) is 48. Singer
Graham Parker is 47. Comedian Kevin Nealon is 44. Actress Elizabeth Perkins is 37. Singer Kim Wilde is 37. Rock musician Kirk
Hammett (Metallica) is 35. Rock singer Tim DeLaughter (Tripping
Daisy) is 32. Singer Duncan Sheik is 28.
Thought for Today: "You simply cannot hang a millionaire in
America." - Bourke Cockran, American politician and orator
(1854-1923).

BLONDIE

DEAR POLITE: You are not
being overly sensitive - you
are simply a host who has trouble saying no. Your honest
response is the best way to
explain the situation.
***

To others in her situation I would
say. Go ahead and live your lives. It
would be sad to break off a promising relationship for fear of an illness
that may never happen. However,
at the same time, be wise and make
a plan for what you'll do if he does
get sick. This same advice applies to
any mature couple.
I'd like to offer a list of suggestions that might be valuable to anyone who testa HIV-positive:
1. Make sure you have good
health insurance. Get medical
exams several times a year from a
doctor who has experience with
HIV. This is important so that
potential infections can be nipped in
the bud.
2. Reduce the stress in your life.
Stress can weaken the immune ayetem.
3. Don't waste energy feeling
ashamed about HIV. It's just a particle of protein. Let family and
friends know, by your example, that
you're the same person you always
were.
4. Learn as much as you can
about HIV treatments. Many people
with HIV never develop AIDS, and
new medicines are helping people
with AIDS live longer and better
lives. You are your own best
advocate.
5. Expect to experience periods of
fear, sadness and anger. Talk about
your feelings with someone you
trust, and don't be afraid to ask for
help. A support group of other people in your situation can be an
excellent way to deal with feelings
and share information.
LIVING WELL
IN KENNEBUNIC,MAINE

Good Detective Work

CATHY
Fr-I'tt_ PICK VOU uP AT 100,

HONEY AND THEN WELL GO
ON A NATURE WALK WITH
BRIANA AND HER MOM.

rlICK YOU uP AT 530
ZENITH, AND THEN WE'LL RACE
OVER, GET GUS FROM DffY
CARE, GRAB DADDY AT HIS
OFFICE, HURL ID THE CLEANopre_schoot ERS, THE ATM, THE DRUG
STORE AND THE GROCERY
STORE, ZOOM NOISE, DO THE
BREAKFAST DISHES AND TRY TO
WHIP TOGETHER SOME DINNER.

PCK YOU UP AT It00,
-TL1-_()SWEETHEART, AND THEN WELL I
GO TO YOUR CRAFT WORKSHOP
WITH RYAN AND HIS MOM. I

I JnFte-School

I NEED
THE REST.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

corw_,00 you HAve.
AN./ LiQou 13LFACH
_1

SURE.,EL

WHATb lf-tE HURRY `1?
I HAVE To WASH
F‘LL w OUR st*Fis

AND PILLowcAsFs
')

AND
MATTRESS
CalERS

IS THER some. KIND
OF PLAGUE_ Fir YoufK
HOUSE

APRIL.
CAME_
HOME
WITH
HEAD
LICE.

J

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 5 4 2
43
•K 9 2
Q 98 5
WEST
EAST
•J 86 3
•K Q 10 7
V 98 7 5
AQJ102
•Q 76 5 3
•8
•
-+642
SOUTH
+9
K6
•A J 104
A K J 10 7 3
The bidding:
South West North East
1+
2 II
Pass
2+
3•
Pass
3+
Pass
4
Pass
4•
Pass
6
Opening lead-nine of hearts.
Let's say you get to six clubs and
West leads a heart to East's ace.
East then returns the heart queen
to your king. How would you continue?
Obviously, the only other possible loser is a diamond. It is also
equally clear that you can escape a
diamond loser by finessing successfully against the queen. The
only problem is which way to finesse,since you can do so in either
direction.
There are two schools ofthought

D
IDLE PAWS ARE THE
DEVILS WORKSHOP

MALLARD FILLMORE

agcy.
40 Lisa Marie's
dad (inits.)
41 Blushing
color
42 Spring flower
43 Set
45 Marry
46 Insect
47 Negative
prefix
48 - station
49 Moslem
women's
quarters
52 Baking 54 A Jannings
56 Park for wild
animals
57 Russian ruler
58 Abound
59 Begley, et al.

1 Ribbon
4 "Believe - not"
8 - Minor
12 Neckpiece
13 Nevada city
14 -tube baby
15 Alloy used
for plating
17 The -Gees
19 Lupino ID
20 Teachers'
org.
21 - Dipper
22 Mao- -tung
23 Ending with
young
25 Daughter's
counterpoint
26 Estrada ID
27- liver oil
28 Wash basin
29 Pitt, et al.
32 Silver symbol
33 Rower
35 Mass. Sen.
36 Squeal (2
wds.)
38 Bernstein, for
short
39 Lawenforcement

1

2

DOWN
1 UK
broadcasters' network
2 Companion
of aah
3 Alerted
4 "- La
Douce"
5 Golf peg

4

3

5

6

7

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MAC OE ANGER
EXPIRE REISER
LL CAROM STEM
DEC N I RO HE
ALGEBRA ELF
I I
SELA
OTRO
SO ONG DALLAS
DARK
SR POLO
AIR GIDDYAP
OF SORA SUB
REBA TRILL TU
PRINCE ETUDES
1ST
ANSON RA
11-18 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate
6 Switch
position
7 Williams or
Givens
8 From --Z
9 Eggar ID
10 Wife of Osiris
11 Tamarisk salt
tree
16 "- the
ramparts. ."
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PEANUTS
1-101.0 DOES 5HE
KNOW IF THE
LETTER SHE 60T
WAS YOUR tAST
LETTER?

in situations of this type. One is
that East, having made a bid, is
more likely to have the queen;the
other is that since East is long in
hearts, West probably has the
greater diamond length and is thus
more likely to hold the queen.
Both are rules of thumb only,
and not too much reliance should
be placed on either of them withoutseeking further enlightenment
about how the East-Westcards are
divided.
Accordingly,at trick three you
play a spade to the ace,ruffa spade
high,lead a low trump to the eight,
and ruff another spade high. You
then lead a trump to the nine and
ruff dummy's last spade.
By now you should feel extremely confident of guessing the
two-way diamond finesse successfully, since the East-West hands
are more or less an open book. The
four rounds ofspades you so carefully played have settled the issue
beyond a doubt.
Your investigation disclosed
that East started with four spades
and three clubs, and also must
have had at least five hearts for his
overcall. He therefore cannot have
more than one diamond.
Accordingly, after drawing a
third round of trumps, you cash
the ace of diamonds and take a
diamond finesse through West with
100 percent assurance that it will
win.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

1

DEAR ABBY: Every year, I
throw a Christmas party for 25 or
30 people. What is the polite
response when I'm asked by a prior
attendee, whom I do not wish to
invite, if I am throwing a party
again this year?
This happened three times last
year, and I don't know how to handle the question. I could never
respond with a blunt, "Yes, but
you're not invited." Nor would I be
comfortable with the lie of"No." So I
usually stammer some vague
nonanswer about not even having
my Christmas cards out yet.
My honest response would be, "I
am - but regrettably, I just can't
invite everyone I would like to. Let's
plan to get together after the
holidays."
I don't want to cause the hurt
feelings that being excluded would
create, especially when it is someone whose company I enjoy. At the
same time, though, I am blessed
with a large circle of friends and
acquaintances, and can invite only
so many people.
How would you or your readers
respond to a question like this that
probably shouldn't have been asked
in the first place? Or am I just being
overly sensitive?
POLITE HOST,SEATTLE

DEAR ABBY: You recently
printed a letter from a woman who
is involved with an HIV-positive
DEAR LIVING WELL: I'm
man. I tested positive seven years sure that many
ago and am still as healthy as ever. efit from your people will bensensible suggestions. Thank you for a helpful
CONTRACT BRIDGE
letter.

DAILY COMICS

• t
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Published are pictures of Kentucky Governor Martha Layne
Collins breaking ground for the
new Collins Industry and Technology Building at Murray State
University, and at the dedication
of the newly renovated National
Hotel Building at Sixth and Main
Streets, Murray. on Nov. 17.
Andy Ryan is pictured with a
rock fish weighing 40 pounds he
caught while fishing on Lake
Cumberland.
Births reported include a girl to
Verna and David Taylor, Nov.
14; a boy to Kathy and Gregory
Park, Nov. 16.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Health Center is holding an influenza clinic
today.
Bill Hutson, former pro fopotball star with San Diego Chargers
and Buffalo Bills, now of Paris,
Tenn., spoke at the first football
banquet held at Calloway County
High School. Stan Outland is
football coach at CCHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Garland
will be married 50 years Nov. 29.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marcum,
Oct. 22, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. David Norsworthy, Oct. 24.
Thirty years ago
Ralph Tesseneer and Kim
Smith will represent Murray University School in the "Debate of
the Month" at the University of
Kentucky today. They will debate
a team from Lone Oak.
George Overbey, Murray attorney and Rotarian, spoke on "Bus-
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AND IF SHE DOESN'T
6ET THIS LETTER,HOW
WILL SHE KNOW YOU
ASKED HER IF'51-IE 601
YOUR LAST LETTER'

. 0#
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V

16

18 Actor
Marshall
21 Snow vehicle
22 Light meal
24
3 Cicatrix
rmnt
garment
25 The Big 26 Sea eagle
28 Brown shade
29 Roll-on
deodorant
name
30 T
Mnao
ztaorr
31 Snow runners
33 "Alley -34 Club 37 - Aviv
39 With Mr.,
Batman toe
41 Bowling lane
button
42 Comparative
ending
43 Main point of

maottfelrove
44 God
od
45 Allen ID
46 Fragrant resin
48 Needlefish
49 Hasten
50 "The51 Distress
signal
53 Prosecutor
(abbr.)
55 Myself

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 84 years old,
healthy but constipated. Years ago
our family physician advocated a procedure called "colonic irrigation."
Should I consider this at my age?
DEAR READER: Proponents of
colonic irrigation believe that "toxins"
accumulate in the colon and, without
periodic enemas,can cause disease.
This theory has been discredited.
Colonic irrigations are now considered by most physicians to be little
more than quackery. The "toxin" theory is ridiculous. Regular enemas are
unnecessary and do not improve
health.
I suggest the following sequence.
First, check with your doctor to
make sure that your constipation isn't
caused by a blockage or underactive
thyroid gland. If he gives you a good
report, try consuming more fluids,
roughage and bran. If this option is
unsuccessful, try a stool softener, with
or without a mild laxative-or drink 8
ounces of hot prune juice every morning. Should these simple suggestions
fail, your physician will have to advise
you about the judicious use of laxatives, either prescription or over-thecounter. But avoid colonic irrigations.
Such irrigations are occasionally
administered in hospitals as "3H enemas"- high, hot and a helluva lot but do not have a place in the daily rituals of good health.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Constipation and Diarrhea."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am healthy but
have a condition called "clumped
platelets." Every time I have a blood
count, the platelets stick together,
making it impossible for the lab tech
to count them. Is this a serious disorder?
DEAR READER: Blood cells can,
on occasion, become coated with protein, making them sticky. This can
result from infection, hidden cancer
and a variety of other afflictions.
Platelets, the cells necessary for normal blood coagulation, can become
sticky for no apparent reason. In such
cases, a technician cannot count the
platelets because they clump together
in amorphous little masses. Moreover,
if the blood count is not prepared
properly, the platelets can coalesce.
In either case, there is no health hazard (because the cells don't clump in
the blood vessels)- unless, as I mentioned, there is some underlying disease. Ask your doctor to reassure you
that your platelet-clumping is merely
a harmless biological variant.
C 1561 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Mrs. Dona Holland

DEATHS
Mrs. Sylvia L. Carroll
Mrs. Sylvia L. Carroll, 90, formerly of South Sixth Street, Murray,
died Monday, Nov. 17, 1997, at 2:45 a.m. at West Tennessee Medical
Center, Camden, Tenn.
Her husband, Merida M. Carroll, died March 1, 1979. She was the
daughter of the late Elijah Bunch and Jessie McNeil Bunch.
Mrs. Carroll was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray, and
Bethany/Euzelian Sunday School Class at the church. No survivors
were listed.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. Dr. Terry Ellis will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Marvin Harris, G.T. Moody, James Rogers and
Mancil Vinson.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 11 a.m.
Wednesday.

Derrick Alan Blankenship
Derrick Alan Blankenship, 21. died Monday, Nov. 17, 1997, at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. His death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident Monday morning on U.S.
Highway 641, south of Paris, Tenn.
A student at Murray State University, he also worked for Plumley
Companies Dana Division, Paris. He was also in the U.S. Army
Reserve.
Born April 29, 1976, at Murray, he was the son of Billy and Nedra
Paschall Blankenship. He was preceded in death by his grandfathers,
Johnnie James Blankenship and T.C. Paschall.
Survivors include his parents, Billy and Nedra Blankenship, Puryear, Tenn.; two brothers, Russell Blankenship and Darrell Blankenship, Paris, Tenn.; his grandmothers, Mrs. Jewell Blankenship and
Mrs. Dottie Paschall, Puryear.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Steve Gallimore and the Rev.
Tellus Gallimore will officiate.
Burial will follow in Puryear Cemetery with military pallbearers.
Honorary pallbearers will be Kenneth White, Bill Pitman, Jon Myrick,
Devin Banks, Chris Grissom, Tommy Valentine, Buddy Akers, Tom
Parr, David Foy and Mark Garrison.
Friends may call at the funeral home from noon to 8 p.m. Wednesday and after 9 a.m. Thursday.

Auburn J. Wells
The funeral for Auburn J. Wells was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale officiated. Sidney Easley
delivered an eulogy. Music was by Margaret Broone, soloist., and
Oneida White, organist.
Pallbearers were Tommy Marshall, Charles Magness, TomHill, Victor Marshall, David Magness, Chip Hill, Ron Hill, and Dr. Thomas
Wells, active; Coleman McKeel, Eugene Scott, Wayne Williams,
Johnny Reagan, Eldon Heathcott, Norman Lane, Bill Sledd, and Pat
Wear, honorary. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Emergency Travel
Fund at Murray State University, or to First Christian Church, Murray.
Mr. Wells, 90, retired Murray State professor, died Saturday, Nov.
15, 1997, at 9:52 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Born Dec. 22, 1906, in Elva, he was the son of the late Victor C.
Wells and Willie Tarry Wells. One sister, Mrs. Marjorie Barnett, and
five brothers, Byron, Oren, Chappel, Trent, and Hugh Wells.
Survivors include one brother, Voris Wells and wife, Sue, Murray;
three local nieces, Mrs. Olivia Marshall and husband, Tommy, and
Mrs. Judith Hill and husband, Tom, Murray, and Mrs. June Magness
and husband, Charles, Mayfield; several other nieces and nephews.

Calloway schools to observe
American Education Week

•••

•

Calloway County Schools will be
observing a week-long celebration
of American Education Week, Nov.
16-22.
This year's theme — "Teaching
Children to Think and Dream" —
seeks to remind people that schools
are a fundamental investment for
our future. Without education,
children not only lack the skills they
need for the future, but they lack
hope.
Education does not happen in a
vacuum. Educators do their best to
educate every student, but they need
not only financial support, but parental and community involvement.
Active Parent Teacher Organizations are a vital part of the Calloway
schools. Business leaders lend their

Mrs. Dona Holland, 98, Squire Holland Road, Murray, died today,
Nov. 18, 1997, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church.
Her husband, Finis Cecil Holland, one sister, Mrs. Trudie Miller,
and three brothers, Ellis, Calvin and Raymond Wrather, preceded her
in death.
Born Oct. 20, 1899, she was the daughter of the late Charles
Wrather and Eudora Smith Wrather.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Rainey Glenn Lovins
Rainey Glenn Lovins, 82, St. Rt. 1215, New Concord, died today,
Nov. 18, 1997,-at 1 a.m. at his home.
He was a member of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. He
was preceded in death by one sister, Mrs. Estelle Spiceland, three
brothers, Otis Lovins, Oury Lovins and Guy Lovins, and his parents,
Ed Lovins and Virginia McClure Lovins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jayne West Lovins; several stepgrandchildren and step great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Federal State Market News Service November 1$,
1197 Kentucky Purchase Ares Hos Market Report
Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 74 Est. 2113
Barrows & Gilts .50 lower SW,steady to $1.01 lower
$42.51 - 43.60
US 1.3 2.3S-264
MSS - 41.9
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ULM 42.S•
t.S 3-4 2441-2S• lbs.
S32.54 • &LSO
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IS 1.2 27S-354 lbs.
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LS 2-3 3416.514
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Daniel Eberhard Jr., 79, Panorama Shores, Murray, died Monday,
Nov. 17, 1997, at a hospital at Jackson, Tenn.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
arrangements.

Mrs. Bernice Lathram
Mrs. Bernice Lathram, 98, St. RL 80 East, Mayfield, died Sunday,
Nov. 16, 1997, at 11:50 p.m. at Birchtree Health Care, Clinton.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, she was a member
of New Liberty Baptist Church.
Her husband, Late Lathram, five sisters and three brothers preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late L.W. Riley and Rosa
Grugett Riley.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Nell Brown, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Rayma Reed, Gob; grandchildren, Johnny and
Natalie Miller Brown, Eugene, Ore., Judy Brown Herndon, Murray,
and Jill Brown Singleton, Mayfield; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. James Tharp and the Rev. Wayne
Rambo will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Terry Wright, Harmon Lee Lathram, Wesley Lemons, Rudy Wright, Donald Herndon and Ronnie Youngblood. Burial
will follow in New Liberty Cemetery at Gob.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

The funeral for Mrs. Fredonia Adams Marine will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim
Simmons and the Rev. T.A. Thacker will officiate. Music will be by
Paul Adams.
Active pallbearers will be John Wayne Adams, Dan Adams, and
Philip Adams, nephews, David Sinclair, J.D. Roberts and Charles
Gibbs. Honorary pallbearers will be members of Sanctuary Bible
Class at Memorial Baptist Church and former employees of BelkSettle, Murray. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Marine, 89, North 17th Street, Murray, died Friday, Nov. 14,
1997, at 9:30 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Burgess Marine, died in February 1993. One sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Adams, and one grandson, David Herndon, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Frances Buckner, Murray, and Mrs. Imogene Pendlend and husband, Terry, Littleton, Colo.;
one sister, Mrs. Geneva Travis, Cocoa, Fla.; seven grandchildren, Jean
Carol Rehwald and husband, Charles, Charles Buckner and wife, Jane,
and Michael, Ronald, Steven, Joann and Tim Herndon; five greatgrandchildren, Steve Rehwald and wife, Kim, Shannon and Erica
Buckner, and Caren and Joseph Herndon; one great-great-grandchild,
Megan Marie Rehwald.
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Get Your
Auto
Insurance
From An
Agent
Who Cares
As Much
About Your
Coverage
As You Do.
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759-YMCA
209 N. 12th St. Murray

But come use our Fitness Centers to get in shape for the holidays!
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Our Best Investment Is You.
Mina W.L Lyme. Inc •

ME and UPC

Now Serving..,

RIBEYE
STEAK
For A Limited Time Only!

Savor he rich taste of
USDA Certified Choice Beef
every Friday from 4-8 p.m.
Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh-Baked Breads, Pies
and Desserts

(17,55enbau5

CALL IN ORDERS

Serving Cqfeteria Style

Hwy 121 North • Murray

753-2348

OPENING SOON
Sign Up Now
(While apartments are still available)

Hickory Woods
The Very BEST In Wctirerntnt

TERMS

.•

753-4295
1510 Chestnut St.

Funeral rites for Jack Shields Irvan were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Hodapp Funeral Home, Cincinnati, Ohio. Burial was in
Mount Health Gardens, Cincinnati.
Mr. Irvan, 64, Woody Hollow Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio, died Friday,
Nov. 14, 1997.
He was the son of the late Pat Irvan and Emma Rose Irvan. One
sister, Katie Irvan McCaslin, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bunny Irvan; two daughters, Mrs.
Debbie Adams, and Mrs. Linda Whitt, and one son, Bobby Irvan, all
of Cincinnati; two brothers, Bob Irvan, Cincinnati, and John Irvan and
wife, Rebecca, Murray; one nephew, Tom Irvan.

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

Room SoMnp

Murray Family YMCA

Retirement Center

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

UNITCOP4UONWEALED

-Senior Water Fitness Class
-Day Camps (when school's out)

Jack Shields Irvan

I2-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

•

We Offer;
-After School Care
.Teen Center

Services for Mrs. Lola Mae Suiter were Monday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Billy Miller, Hugh Foster, Marlon Morris, Joe
Young, Dennis Morris and Ron Foster. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Suiter, 91, Guthrie Street, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 15,
1997, at 5 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'
e Her husband, Noble Suiter, died March 12, 1976. Born Feb. 16,
1906, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Jess Young
and Ida Smith Young. Also preceding her in death were two sisters,
Mrs. Verlie Walker and Mrs. Ruth Miller, and two brothers, Truman
Young and Vernon Young.
Survivors include a sister-in-law, Mrs. Volene Young, Murray, and
several nieces and nephews.

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

We're Not Just A Superb Fitness Center..,

Mrs. Lola Mae Suiter

Investment Rates
,

Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Daniel Eberhard Jr.

HOG MARKET

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

James Henson, 39, Clark Street, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 17,
1997, at 10:48 p.m. in the Emergency Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cindy Walker Henson; his mother,
Mrs. Mary Sue Henson, one sister, Mrs. Barbara Jones and husband,
Allen, and one brother, Louie Henson and wife, Kathy, all of Murray.

Mrs. Fredonia Adams Marine

support in numerous ways. American Education Week is a great time
to thank the community and to
encourage you to visit your schools
and see how you can contribute to
making them better. It's also a good
time to thank a teacher who's made a
difference in your life-or your
child's.
Events and activities at each of
the schools are being sponsored by
the CCEA and Parent Teacher Organizations. CCEA is an affiliate of
the National Education Association,
which established American Education Week with the American Legion as an annual event in 1921. The
week now has 13 national cosponsors, including the U.S. Department of Education.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

James Henson

And Assisted Living-

84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky.
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office,Hwy.121 By-Pass,
Murray, KY (Between Curves and Oakwood Studio)

The car you drive is an
expression of who you are, so
it's important to make sure it's
fully protected. When you're
ready to renew your auto insurance, give me a call. I know just how
special your car is to you, and I'll put my
experience to work for you, to find the
exact Grange coverage you need for
today - and tomorrow.
Your partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray
David R. King

753-8355
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